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MOLECULAR DYNAMICAL SIMULATION OF METAL-CROSSLINKED 
HYDROGELS 
Hang Tien Nguyen, PhD 
University of Pittsburgh, 2019 
We develop a computational model to study the compaction, network topology and elastic 
response of hydrogel as a function of crosslink density. Our simulations start with a covalently 
bonded polymer network, to which we introduce additional crosslinks by binding metal cations to 
reactive groups distributed along the polymer chains. We find that these crosslinks increase the 
compaction of the polymer network in two ways: (i) by crosslinking neighboring groups on the 
same polymer chain and thereby shortening the effective length of polymer chains, and (ii) by 
linking together two or more distinct polymer chains. These two effects combine to overall 
hydrogel contraction and stiffening. Our results show that the elastic modulus of the hydrogel 
increases significantly due to the additional crosslinks, in agreement with recent experimental 
observations. With the help of computer simulations, we find the relations between parameters of 
our model and chemical characteristics of the hydrogel such as the modulus, the compaction of 
hydrogel, or the average number of reactive groups bound to a single crosslinker. We analyze 
geometric and topological characteristics of the hydrogel, such as the time evolution of distance 
between groups in the hydrogel, or the proportion of crosslinks that are retained, broken or newly 
formed during the course of simulations. These characteristics help us better understand the 
internal structure of the hydrogel and explain experimental observations such as the compaction 
of the hydrogel when metal crosslinkers are introduced. Despite its simplicity, the model 
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1.0  INTRODUCTION 
1.1  HYDROGEL: A HYDROPHILIC POLYMERIC NETWORK 
A polymer is a very large molecule, made from many repeated units called monomers. Polymers 
can be found as naturally occurring materials such as DNA and natural rubber, or synthesized as 
chemical materials such as nylon and synthetic rubber. A polymer network is formed by 
crosslinking linear polymer chains, either permanently, via covalent bonds, or temporarily, via 
ionic bonds. Examples of some common crosslinkers for covalent bonds are bissulfosuccinimidyl 
suberate (BS3) used in protein studies or polyethylene glycol (PEG) used in various fields such as 
chemistry, medicine, biology, industry. The common crosslinkers for ionic bonds are metal ions 
such as Fe3+, Fe2+ and Na+. 
     A hydrogel is a hydrophilic polymeric network with significant water content. Chemical groups 
of a hydrogel are either ionizable or neutral. If a group can form a crosslink with a crosslinker, we 
call it a reactive group. Otherwise, it is a non-reactive group. Similarly to other polymers, 
hydrogels range from natural tissue such as collagen and fibrin to synthetic material such as 
polyvinyl alcohol. Hydrogels are capable of swelling/deswelling reversibly in water and retaining 
liquid in swollen state. Due to their unique properties including high water content, rubbery nature 
and permeability, hydrogels have been used in various pharmaceutical and biomedical applications 
[47, 69]. Swelling of a hydrogel loaded with a drug helps the polymer chains move further apart, 
so that the drug can diffuse more quickly [6, 71]. Hydrogel is moist, soothing and easily removed, 
so it is a good material for wound dressing [81]. Hydrogels are used widely in tissue engineering 
because  they can resemble natural living tissue more than any other class of synthetic biomaterials 
[16, 91] . Other applications of hydrogels include soft contact lenses [82], hygienic products [6], 
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coal dewatering [97]. 
1.2  SIMULATIONS OF POLYMER NETWORKS 
1.2.1  Polymer models and simulation methods 
Various methods have been developed to model the behavior of permanently crosslinked polymer 
networks [10, 25, 30, 34, 54, 56, 85].  Polymer models are classified in two different groups: 
coarse-grained and atomistic [10, 54, 56]. Coarse-grained models are simplified descriptions in 
which some degrees of freedom have been integrated over [54]. In these models, chemical groups 
of monomers or the entire monomers are modeled as a single entity. Some well-known examples 
of coarse-grained models of polymer chains are freely-jointed chain or bead-spring chain [54]. 
With coarse-grained models, people can study properties that are independent of chemical 
structures of monomers, such as the effects of chain topology or bond flexibility on polymer 
network behavior.  
     In the more realistic atomistic models, each atom and covalent bond is treated as a separate 
entity. Atomistic models account for the details of chemical structures of polymers. Atomistic 
models are usually employed to study particular properties of particular polymers. Such models 
are commonly used in applications to medicine and biology. Using atomistic models requires a 
large simulation time scale and involves many features of polymers at the atomic level such as 
topology and molecular structure. Due to this complexity, much of the work has been devoted to 
developing coarse-grained models for a variety of polymers, proteins or nucleic acids [10, 44, 85]. 
     Early polymer chain investigations involved analytical methods and were based on coarse-
grained models. This includes derivation of the partial differential equations describing, for 
example, the polymer density, based on laws of polymer physics and statistical mechanics. Some 
commonly used models can be found in [25, 30, 34]. Analytical methods for polymer networks 
are usually based on lattice models [54]. For instance, Flory-Higgins polymer theory describes the 
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excess energy and entropy in a lattice-based mean field theory. Though lacking many details, these 
theories can predict many physical properties of polymer networks and solutions such as chain 
length or stiffness of polymer. 
     These theoretical approaches cannot be used to describe details such as bonding interactions or 
structural characteristics of a polymer network. To study coarse-grained and atomistic models 
more directly and efficiently, one can employ numerical simulations. In particular, simulation 
methods are often used to find the equilibrium states of polymer networks and to calculate and 
analyze their thermodynamics properties. Among the important properties of polymers, much of 
the focus is on studying their elasticity, i.e., the ability of a material to resist a distorting stress 
without breaking and to return to its original size and shape when the stress is released. 
     One common approach to simulate the behavior of polymer networks involves Monte Carlo 
(MC) methods with the bond fluctuation model in a lattice or in continuum space [1, 17, 23, 25, 
42, 89]. In MC simulations, the successive configurations of the system are independent identically 
distributed random variables sampled from a distribution that describes the probability of their 
occurrence. The method has been used to simulate the equilibrium of unstressed or deformed 
hydrogel network [19, 63], but not dynamical changes in the network configuration.  
     Molecular modelling [31, 54] allows one to investigate the behavior of polymer networks more 
efficiently. In molecular simulation methods, interaction potentials and topological properties of 
the polymer networks are used as inputs. The interaction potentials include bonded interactions 
between atoms connected by covalent bonds, and non-bonded interactions between atoms of 
chains, or between atoms of the same chains but not connected by covalent bonds. The 
configurations of the system then are usually generated either using MC or dynamics methods 
which are based on mathematical models of dynamics of the polymer. The two most popular 
dynamics methods are Molecular Dynamics (MD) and Brownian Dynamics (BD).  
     MD methods are based on numerical solution of the classical equations of motion. In contrast 
to MC methods, MD simulations also provide information about the time evolution of the system. 
MD simulations reveal more details about the topological and geometrical properties of the 
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networks and time evolution of physical properties such as stress tensor and kinetic energy [108-
109], which can be used to predict the properties of polymer network and to improve the model. 
In recent MD simulations, the authors have used either the optimized interatomic force fields [12] 
that are built in the various MD simulation software, or specially defined interactions [39, 108-
109]. In [39], a harmonic-like potential with a cutoff was used as an attractive potential, and in 
[108-109], the authors used a Morse-type potential to simulate the permanent polymer networks.  
     Brownian Dynamics (BD) [24, 27, 28, 55], also known as Langevin Dynamics, is a simulation 
method similar to MD, but based on the Langevin equation of motion instead of classical equations 
of motion. In BD, a particle is subjected to a random force from many collisions with solvent 
molecules, and a friction force proportional to the particle’s velocity is applied to the solvent [54].   
     The MC method does not describe the dynamical evolution of the system, but it samples 
configurations much more efficiently and, as a result, the system reaches its equilibrium states 
much quicker than in MD and BD simulations. For this reason, the MC method is often the 
preferred choice for molecular simulations. When the running time of simulation is reasonable and 
a detailed analysis of the topological structure and time evolution of the physical properties of the 
system is needed, a dynamics simulation method is typically employed. In the cases, MD is usually 
the preferred method, while BD is useful for polymer simulations that focus on the effects of 
solvent. 
     There are many applications of polymer simulations in industry [32, 73, 84, 92]. Many polymer 
properties (such as diffusion coefficients) can now be estimated with sufficient accuracy if 
properly parameterized [107]. Results of many polymer simulations using molecular dynamics can 
be compared to experimental data and used to design new materials [102, 107] such as polymer 
membranes and permeation [84, 92].  
1.2.2  Simulations of hydrogels 
As mentioned above, one of the remarkable properties of a hydrogel is its ability to swell/deswell 
reversibly in water and retain liquid in the swollen state. Hydrogels respond to a variety of physical 
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and chemical stimuli from the environment such as temperature, electric current, pressure, 
magnetic field, pH and salt concentration of the solvent, etc., and may change their volume as a 
result. Most hydrogel simulations focus on the study of the swelling/deswelling behavior of 
hydrogels in different environments. In the simulations, other characteristic quantities such as 
elastic modulus are also analyzed. 
     In recent years, there have been a lot of advances in understanding the swelling behavior of 
hydrogels using molecular simulations. In these simulations, various models are used to include 
the effect of water molecules inside and outside of the hydrogel [56]. Atomistic simulations can 
be used to understand the details of interactions between the polymer and the solvent of some 
particular hydrogel [3-5, 20, 75-76, 99, 104]. However, atomistic simulations for polymers larger 
than 50 monomers are too expensive. This scale limitation makes it difficult to compare the 
simulation results quantitatively with experimental observations. In coarse-grained models, the 
dynamics of the solvent is treated implicitly in several ways. For instance, it may be represented 
as a dielectric continuum [56] with a given permittivity or by frictional and random forces (as 
mentioned in the previous section). Simulations of the coarse-grained models can be conducted on 
longer time scales and for larger system sizes. These models reveal the effects of chain length, 
(a)                                                              (b)                                          (c) 
Figure 1.1.  The structure of the polymer. (a) The chemical structures of A and S (b) PEG-DA 
structure and crosslinking (c) 4 arms PEG-DA 
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crosslink density, fraction of charged monomers or the swelling/deswelling behavior of the 
hydrogel in experiments [56].  
1.3  EXPERIMENTAL MOTIVATION 
1.3.1  Experimental studies of hydrogels with metal crosslinks 
Experiments show that hydrogels exhibit a change in volume and elastic modulus in response to 
addition of metal crosslinkers [8, 74, 77]. The evolution of volume and modulus depends on the 
metals and the hydrogel, as well as the environmental factors such as pH.      
     In this thesis we develop a model of the hydrogel specific to experiments described in [8]. This 
hydrogel consists of linear chains of sodium acrylate (reactive group A) and sodium 4-
styrenesulfonate (non-reactive group S) (see Figure 1.1a) in a mole ratio of 1:1 crosslinked 
permanently by polydiacrylate (PEG-DA, see Figure 1.1b). The hydrogel is electroresponsive in 
that it can be tuned reversibly between hard and soft states by adding metal cations. Specifically, 
upon the addition of Fe3+ or Fe2+ to the hydrogel, A groups can form additional strong crosslinks 
via Fe3+ and weak crosslinks via Fe2+ [8]. Experimental results in [8] show that the elastic modulus 
of the hydrogel increases significantly with addition of Fe3+ but not with Fe2+ (see Figure 1.2). In 
the experiments, the ratio of Fe3+/Fe2+ is varied while the total molar concentration of Fe3+ and 
Fe2+ is fixed at 0.5 M. 
1.3.2  Internal structure of the hydogel 
The characteristic quantities of the hydrogel studied in [8] include the coordination number of a 
crosslinker, which is defined as the number of reactive groups A bound to that crosslinker, and the 
number of complex components, which are formed when A groups bound to two or more 
crosslinkers. Another important quantity is the number of bridging crosslinkers, i.e., the 
crosslinkers that are bound to two or more different chains, and the size of the loops, which are 
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formed when crosslinkers bound to two A groups of a single chain. In what follows, a loop is 
considered long if it contains more than five polymer units. Otherwise, it is called a short loop.    
    In polymer theories, crosslink functionality is defined as the number of chain arms (see Figure 
1.1c) bound to a PEG-DA. Crosslink functionality is not fixed across the hydrogel [61]. In this 
thesis, the maximum of crosslink functionality is four [9]. 
     The size a group S is roughly double the size of a group A and is much larger than Fe ions [9]. 
     Besides these important geometric and topological network properties, there are many other 
chemical properties which are observed in the experiments as follows [8-9]: 
 
➢ Both the addition of Fe3+ and Fe2+ cause the hydrogel to shrink, but the decrease in 
swelling is much larger for Fe3+. 
➢ While the expectation of the maximum coordination number of the iron ions with 
singly charged carboxylate (chemical compound contained in group A) anions is 
equal to their oxidation state, 2 or 3, complexes (with coordination numbers that 
vary from zero to five, and are mainly in the range from two to four) can be 
considered chemically reasonable. 
➢ Under the experimental conditions, the binding constant of the Fe2+ was shown to 
be very small, consistent with very weak crosslinking. This implies that the average 
coordination number of Fe2+ is very small. 
➢ There are complex components in the hydrogel. 
1.4  THE OBJECTIVES OF THIS THESIS 
To our knowledge, effect of metal crosslinkers on elastic properties of hydrogels has not been 
previously modeled. Until recently, experimental information necessary to model the effect of 
metal crosslinks on stiffness of hydrogel has been lacking. 
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     In this thesis, we introduce a model of hydrogel that aims to capture and explain some of the 
experimental findings in [8] which we described in Section 1.3. We  build a coarse-grained model 
of the hydrogel based on the network properties discussed in Section 1.3 and study it using MD 
simulations. By calculating and analyzing the characteristic quantities we match the results in the 
simulations qualitatively to those in experiments and explain which features of the network have 
the largest influence on the experimental observations.  
1.5  SUMMARY OF THE THESIS 
To better understand the elastic response of the hydrogel as a function of crosslinker density and 
other properties, we develop and study a computational model that accounts for both permanent 
(covalent) and temporary (metal) crosslinks. The model presented here extends the work of Wu, 
Li and Nies [108-109], where MD simulations with Morse-type interactions are used to describe 
formation and mechanical properties of a polymer network. In [108-109], the authors provided a 
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(a)                                                                                           (b) 
Figure 1.2.  Stiffness of the hydrogel with different proportion of Fe3+/A or Fe3+/Fe2+ in 




They also analyzed the elasticity of the permanent networks.  
     In developing the model, we closely collaborated with the authors of [8]. They were the 
members and collaborators of Meyer group (University of Pittsburgh, 2015). The authors, in 
particular J. T. Auletta and T.Y. Meyer, provided not only detailed information about the volume 
and modulus dependence on the metal crosslinker fraction but also values of some characteristic 
quantities of the internal hydrogel structure which they estimated from the results [9]. We used 
this information to develop and evaluate our model. 
      Our main focus is on the understanding of the effect of metal crosslinking on the internal 
structure and elastic properties of the hydrogel. The present study aims to investigate the evolution 
of the elastic modulus, the characteristic quantities mentioned in Section 1.3.2 and other 
topological and geometries properties of polymers such as the distance between groups. For these 
reasons, a dynamics simulation method is more suitable than MC. Since the study does not focus 
on the effect of the solvent on the system, MD simulations are used, as in [108-109]. 
     We first simulate the formation of the covalently bonded polymer network and analyze its 
properties. Then we add metal crosslinkers to the hydrogel. The overall number of Fe ions is fixed 
but the Fe3+/Fe2+ fraction is varied in different simulations, and consequently Fe3+/A fraction varies 
as well. Our model captures well the dependence of compaction and stiffness of hydrogel on the 
valence and concentration of crosslinkers. By observing the dynamics of the formation of 
additional crosslinks formed by the bonds between Fe3+ and A, we analyze the connectivity of the 
network and other properties as functions of Fe3+/Fe2+ or Fe3+/A fractions. 
     In our model, a type of crosslinker is defined by interaction potentials between crosslinkers 
and groups in the hydrogel or between crosslinkers themselves. If some of these potentials change, 
we have a different type of crosslinker. Crosslinkers of different types result in different 
characteristic quantities of the hydrogel. We present two models of hydrogel which account for 
different types of metal crosslinkers and the same covalent network.  
     To explain the properties and understand the internal structure of the simulated hydrogel, we 
calculate the characteristic quantities such as the number of bridging Fe, number of loops, the 
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average distance between groups or number of units of an effective chain. Here, an effective chain 
is a chain segment in which the monomers can be considered freely joint. We also monitor the 
change of the characteristics during the simulation by analyzing their time evolution. 
     In the Model I, we simulate Fe2+ as neutral atoms, i.e., we assume that they do not bind to A 
groups. This means that in Model I, the only additional crosslinker is Fe3+. Model I does not reflect 
some properties in [8] such as the compaction of hydrogel when Fe2+ is added [8]. However, by 
analyzing the characteristic quantities in the Model I as below, we understand the factors that 
change the characteristic quantities such as the modulus or the size of the hydrogel.  
     To understand why the elastic modulus increases with the proportion of Fe3+/A, we used Model 
I to investigate the effects of bound Fe3+ and bridging Fe3+ on the elastic modulus of the hydrogel. 
We found that the effective length of the chains becomes shorter as the density of Fe3+/A increases. 
The percentage of crosslinked-chains and the number of chains bound to a single chain each 
increase with the Fe3+/A fraction. Both the shortening the effective chains and the crosslinking of 
the chains of the permanent network make the hydrogel stiffer, but the Model I shows that the 
significant increase of modulus is due to the crosslinking of the chains. We also find that the 
number of bridging Fe3+, the number of long loops and number of short loops are the factors 
affecting to the compaction of the hydrogel.  
     Based on Fe3+ crosslinkers in Model I, we construct a model of hydrogel in which both Fe3+ 
and Fe2+ can bind to A group, with the goal of capturing properties observed in the chemical 
experiments we mentioned in Section 1.3. This model is referred to as Model II. Computer 
simulations reveal the relations between some parameters in our model and some characteristic 
quantities such as the modulus, the compaction of hydrogel, or the average coordination number 
of crosslinkers. This information enables us to simulate different types of crosslinkers to obtain 
the values of characteristic quantities we want to capture. We then select suitable parameters of 
Fe3+ and Fe2+ for the Model II. The Model II captures qualitatively all hydrogel properties we 
discussed in Section 1.3 except that the average coordination numbers of Fe2+ is not sufficiently 
small. Although the average coordination number of Fe2+ in Model II is smaller than the one of 
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Fe3+, it is still relatively large compared to the experimental results [8-9]. Analyzing the Model II, 
we find that the significant increase of the hydrogel modulus is due to the bridging crosslinkers, 
and most of them are Fe3+.  
     In conclusion, the two models suggest that the elastic and compaction response of the hydrogel 
in the experiments [8] could be explained by the change of hydrogel network due to metal 
crosslinks. In particular, the bridging Fe3+ crosslinkers are primarily responsible for the significant 
increase of the hydrogel stiffness.  
 
 
1.6  OUTLINE OF THE THESIS 
Our thesis consists of seven chapters. The rest of the thesis is organized as follows. 
     The second chapter describes the model, simulation processes, the formation and solution of 
classical equations of motion. It includes the descriptions of interaction potentials and their 
parameters for the covalent network and Model I. In this chapter, we present the methods and 
algorithms that are used to model temperature and pressure of the hydrogel.  
     In Chapter 3 we present the results of simulations of the formation process of permanent 
hydrogel network, which is common for both Model I and II. Then we analyze the nonlinear 
elasticity of the hydrogel in the absence of metal crosslinkers. 
     In Chapter 4 we present the Model I (in which Fe2+ cannot bind to A groups but Fe3+ can bind 
strongly). We analyze the probable causes of the decrease of the size and significant increase of 
the elastic modulus of the hydrogel as Fe3+/A fraction increases. We also analyze the topological 
characteristics of the network such as the coordination number of Fe3+ or the complex components.  
     In Chapter 5 we construct Model II (in which both Fe3+ and Fe2+ can bind to A groups). We 
study the correlations between the parameters of interaction potentials and values of characteristic 
quantities. This enables us to find suitable values of parameters for crosslinkers to obtain the values 
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of characteristic quantities qualitatively similar to the results in the experiments. We choose 
suitable values of parameters of Fe3+ and Fe2+ for Model II. 
    In Chapter 6 we present the results for Model II. We analyze the hydrogel by calculating the 
characteristic quantities similarly to Model I. We also compare the characteristic quantities of Fe3+ 
and Fe2+. 
    In Chapter 7, we summarize and discuss our results and future work, and provide conclusions. 
    The supplementary material comes after Chapter 7. It consists some supporting material we used 
for running the simulations in the thesis including the Matlab code to generate the tables of 
interaction potentials, the MD run parameters for the simulation steps and the topological 
parameters of the initial system.
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2.0  SIMULATION PROCESS 
2.1  THE MODEL OF HYDROGEL NETWORK AND CROSSLINKER 
In our model, the hydrogel studied in the experiment we are considering [8] is represented as a 3D 
network of chemical groups connected by bonds that are governed by interaction potentials 
introduced below. Each chemical group or atom (S, A, PEG-DA, Fe3+ or Fe2+) is represented by a 
point mass (see Figure 2.1). We do not account for the exact sizes of the groups but we use their 
physical properties as a guide in designing the qualitative phenomenological potentials governing 
their interactions. We model the hydrogel at the mesoscale level as a periodic medium, with each 
unit cell containing N = 250 precursor linear chain segments, formed by m = 40 connected A 
(green) or S (blue) groups.  
     These chain segments are connected at their ends to a PEG-DA (orange) group, modeling the 
Figure 2.1. The model of the hydrogel. The mass centers of A group, S group, PED-DA group, 
Fe3+and Fe2+ are presented by the green, blue, orange, solid red and hollow red points, 
correspondingly. The cyan lines are the segments connecting two groups. 
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permanently crosslinked hydrogel. Once formed, these bonds are treated as covalent bonds for the 
duration of the simulation. We present two models of hydrogel which differ in the interactions 
between metal crosslinkers and the rest of the network. The covalently bonded network is assumed 
to be same in both cases. In Model I, we choose interaction potentials for metal crosslinkers so 
that Fe3+ (solid red) can form strong bonds with the A groups, while Fe2+ (hollow red) does not 
bind at all. On the other hand, in Model II, both Fe3+ and Fe2+ can bind to A groups but the bonds 
between Fe3+ and A are stronger. Model I is based on the assumption that Fe2+ ions do not bind to 
A groups. It captures all other important experiment results in [8-9] but does not reflect the 
compaction of hydrogel when we add Fe2+. Model II improves this aspect but the coordination 
numbers of Fe2+ are relatively large compared to the results in [8-9].  
     As in Wu et al. [108-109], the interactions between the different chemical groups and ions (A, 
S, PEG-DA, Fe3+ and Fe2+) in the system are characterized by pairwise potential functions. We 
consider the interactions between chemical groups to be one of four types: covalent (permanent) 
bonds, crosslinking (reversible) bonds, steric repulsions and bond angles. These 
phenomenological potentials are calibrated to mimic the effects of such chemical features as 
charge, polarization, presence of water, hydrophilicity, etc. The values of parameters in this section 
are specific for the covalently bonded network and the Model I. We select them roughly based on 
the [108-109] and some expected physical properties of groups and atoms observed in simulations. 
In Chapter 5, based on the relation between parameters and characteristic quantities from computer 
experiments, we will select the suitable values for the Model II.  
2.1.1 Covalent bond potential 
The precursor linear  polymer chains consist of A and S groups connected by harmonic bonds with 





2                                                       (2.1) 
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In our simulations, the value of 𝑘𝑏 for all covalent bonds is set to be 3.76 x 10
5 kJ mol-1 nm-2, 
which is the same as the value used previously by Wu et al. in [108-109]. The parameter 𝑙0 =
 0.153 nm is the equilibrium length of the bond. The instantaneous bond length 𝑙 is determined by 
the distance between the two interacting groups. The PEG-DA bonds with A and S are governed 
by the same interaction potential. 
2.1.2 Steric repulsion  
All non-bonding interactions are repulsive and are governed by the Weeks-Chandler-Andersen 
(WCA) potential [29], which is defined as the Lennard-Jones potential with a cutoff: 
𝑉𝑊𝐶𝐴(𝑟) = {










) , 𝑟 < 𝑟𝑃𝑄
0, 𝑟 ≥ 𝑟𝑃𝑄
,                              (2.2) 
Here 𝑟𝑃𝑄 is the equilibrium distance of the WCA potential, which depends on the groups P and Q,  
𝑟 is the instantaneous distance between the two interacting groups, and 𝜀 =0.391 kJ mol-1 (as in 
[108-109] ) is the depth of the WCA potential. The WCA potential introduces a strong repulsion 
between the groups P and Q if the distance between them is less than 𝑟𝑃𝑄. We calibrate the value 
of  𝑟𝑃𝑄 between any pair of groups in such a way as to take into account the relative sizes of the 
groups and the presence of any other additional repulsive forces, such as electrostatic, or polar 
interactions. We use the value of 𝑟𝑃𝑄 = 0.45 nm as in [109] for the interaction between A-S and 
S-S. In order to reflect the smaller size of A relative to S [9], we use 𝑟𝑃𝑄 = 0.3 nm for A-A 
interactions. The Fe group consists of a single atom, and hence we choose 𝑟𝑃𝑄 = 0.22 nm for S-
Fe and 0.12 nm for A-Fe interaction. For the interaction between two Fe groups, we choose a 
larger value for 𝑟𝑃𝑄 than would be implied by their size in order to account for the electrostatic 
repulsion due to their positive charge and set 𝑟𝑃𝑄 = 0.45 nm. Finally, the sizes of S and PEG-DA 
groups in the hydrogel are comparable and they both do not form bonds with Fe3+. Therefore, in 
our simulations we set 𝑟𝑃𝑄 = 0.45 nm for PEG-DA and S groups. 
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2.1.3  Crosslinking bond potential  
The bonding interaction between the crosslinkers and the reactive groups in our model is governed 
by the Morse potential 
                        𝑉𝑀𝑜𝑟𝑠𝑒(𝑟) = 𝐷(𝑒
−2𝛽(𝑟−𝑏) − 2𝑒−𝛽(𝑟−𝑏))                                       (2.3) 
where 𝑟 is the distance between the crosslinker and reactive group, 𝑏 is the equilibrium distance, 
D presents the maximum of Morse potential, while 𝛽 controls its flexibility, i.e., the distance over 
which the potential is effective. A larger value of 𝛽 makes the effective distance shorter. The force 
formed from the Morse potential introduces a strong repulsion between the crosslinker and reactive 
group if the distance between them less than 𝑏. So in a short range, the Morse potential also mimics 
the steric repulsion similarly to the WCA potential. Thus, when selecting the value of 𝑏 of two 
interacting groups, we need to consider their relative sizes. If the distance between the crosslinker 
and reactive group larger than 𝑏, the force of Morse potential is attractive.  
     Both D and 𝛽 affect the attractive force. Given values of D and b, the larger 𝛽 make the 
attractive force stronger in its effective range. And given values of 𝛽 and b, a larger value of D 
makes the attractive force stronger.  
     In our model, we consider a crosslink between A group and a Fe3+ atom to be formed when the 
distance between the point masses representing them is less than 𝑏 + ln(2) /𝛽, the value at which 
the attractive force corresponding to the Morse potential attains its maximum value 𝐷𝛽/2. 
     There are different values of D and b chosen to correspond to (i) the permanent connection 
between PEG-DA with A, and (ii) the temporary crosslinking between A and ions. For PEG-DA-
A, we assign the value D=150 kJ/mol and 𝑏 =0.15 nm, as in [108], while for A-Fe3+ in Model I, 
we set D = 90 kJ/mol and 𝑏 =0.12 nm.  
     The parameter 𝛽 controls the effective distance of the potential and determines the coordination 
number of crosslinkers. The parameters are selected to produce an average coordination of 2 to 4 
and a maximum of 6. Based on trial simulations, we set 𝛽 = 15 nm-1 for A-Fe3+ interaction in  
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Model I. In the permanent network formation simulation, where a maximum “coordination” of 4 
is targeted, we set 𝛽 = 60 nm-1 for PEG-DA-A as in [108].  
2.1.4  Bond angle potential 
We also include bond angle potential as in [109]. We use the cosine-based harmonic potential to 
model the constraint of the bond angles. Let us consider a triple of groups 𝑟𝛼  (𝛼 = 𝑖, 𝑗, 𝑘) such that 
group pairs (𝑖, 𝑗) and (𝑗, 𝑘) are covalently connected and the bond angle 𝑖 − 𝑗 − 𝑘 is 𝜃. Then the 
interaction potential between the three groups is: 
                 𝑉𝑎(𝜃) =
1
2












                (2.4) 
In (2.4), 𝑘𝑎 is the angle bending force constant and 𝜃0 is the equilibrium angle. We use the value 
of 𝑘𝑎 = 568.5927 kJ/mol and 𝜃0 = 110
o, as in [109].  
2.1.5  Summary of parameters 
The parameters of all interaction potentials for permanent network and Model I are summarized 
in Table 2.1. 
     The mass of each group is the same for the two models: 𝑚𝐴 = 72 u, 𝑚𝑆 = 𝑚𝑃𝐸𝐺−𝐷𝐴 = 183 u, 
𝑚𝐹𝑒3+ = 𝑚𝐹𝑒2+ = 55.8 u [9]. 
2.1.6  Governing equations  
The potential energy 𝑉 of the system of N interacting groups, a function of positions 𝑟𝑖 =
(𝑥𝑖, 𝑦𝑖 , 𝑧𝑖) of all groups, is defined by the sum of all interaction potentials. For our model, the 
potential energy of the hydrogel is 
 






                          (2.5) 
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Table 2.1. Parameters of the interaction potentials for permanent network and the Model I 
Harmonic Bond 𝑘𝑏 (kJ mol
-1 nm-2) 𝑙𝑃𝑄(nm) 
A-A 376141.6 0.153 
A-S 376141.6 0.153 
S-S 376141.6 0.153 
WCA ε (kJ mol-1) 𝑟𝑃𝑄 (nm) 
S-S 0.391 0.45 
A-S 0.391 0.45 
A-A 0.391 0.3 
A-Fe3+ 0.391 0.12 
A-Fe2+ 0.391 0.12 
S-Fe3+ 0.391 0.22 
S-Fe2+ 0.391 0.22 
Fe3+- Fe3+ 0.391 0.45 
Fe3+- Fe2+ 0.391 0.45 
Fe2+- Fe2+ 0.391 0.45 
PEG-DA-S 0.391 0.45 
PEG-DA-A 0.391 0.45 
PEG-DA- PEG-DA 0.391 0.45 
PEG-DA- Fe3+ 0.391 0.22 
PEG-DA- Fe2+ 0.391 0.22 
Morse D (kJ mol-1) β (nm-1) b (nm) 
Fe3+-A 90 15 0.12 
PEG-DA-A  150 60 0.15 
Bond Angle 𝑘𝑎(kJ mol
-1) 𝜃0 (degree) 
Any consecutive segments 568.5927 110 
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In the first and second term, the summation indices run over all the bonds, angles of the covalent 
network of the hydrogel, whereas in the last two terms the summation indices run over all the pairs 
of groups whose interaction is governed by the WCA and Morse potentials, respectively.  
     The force acting on group 𝑖 is given by 









)                                (2.6) 
The core of a molecular dynamics simulation is the solutions of the classical equations of motion 
for all groups in the system. The classical equations of motion for this system can be formulated 





= 𝐹𝑖,    𝑖 = 1 … 𝑁                                                              (2.7) 
2.1.7  Solvation model 
Since our main goal is to analyze the effects of metal crosslinks between Fe ions to A groups on 
the elastic behavior of the hydrogel, the interactions between water and the groups in the system  
are not described in detail by our model.   
     To be more specific, we do not explicitly simulate water in the hydrogel. However, there are 
some factors that reflect the presence of water. First, to mimic steric repulsion between particles, 
we use WCA potential which includes only short range repulsive interaction. In liquid, WCA is 
more suitable than Lennard-Jones potential which includes both short range repulsion and long 
range attraction [106]. 
     We also simulate the presence of water by fixing the volume of the simulation cell when 
relaxing or deforming the hydrogel (see Sections 2.3.1.3 and 2.3.4) and by fixing the pressure 
imposed on the simulation cell when water is expected to be drawn in or pushed out.  When the 
volume of the hydrogel changes due to pressure, the value of compressibility is set to be the 
compressibility of water (see Section 2.3.1.2). Therefore, our models also reflect the presence of 
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water when the volume of the hydrogel changes.  
2.2  SIMULATION PACKAGE 
To produce the simulations of the hydrogel, we use GROMACS 4.6 software [41]. Due to its 
algorithm and processor optimization, GROMACS is one of the fastest molecular dynamics 
simulation software packages [40, 57]. GROMACS is a popular choice among many similar 
software packages because it offers a lot of simulation tools such as multiple options for numerical 
solvers, commonly used force fields, temperature and pressure coupling methods and simulation 
options such as user defined potential, Langevin dynamics, etc. In our simulations, we utilize the 
MD integrator which uses the leapfrog method for solving the Newton’s equations of motion. For 
the non-bond interaction of the force fields, GROMACS offers Morse potential but not WCA 
potential. We implement all the non-bond potentials (Morse and WCA) by creating tables for user-
defined potentials. 
2.2.1  Algorithm for solving dynamical equations 
There are various methods to numerically solve equations (2.5)-(2.7). In our simulations, we use 
the leapfrog integration [13, 41], which is also the default algorithm in GROMACS to solve the 
dynamics equations. The method is symplectic, which means that it preserves the structure and 
conserves the energy of a Hamiltonian dynamical system. 
     For time step ∆𝑡,  it updates positions 𝑟 and velocities 𝑣 using the forces 𝐹(𝑡) determined by 










𝐹(𝑡)                                            (2.8) 
     r(t+∆𝑡) = 𝑟(𝑡) + ∆𝑡 𝑣 (𝑡 +
1
2
∆𝑡)                                         (2.9)  
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Based on positions and velocities, other thermodynamic quantities such as kinetic energy, 
temperature, pressure, etc. can be determined [41]. 
2.3  SIMULATION AND ANALYSIS METHODS 
2.3.1  Simulation methods 
The classical Hamiltonian equations of motion (2.5)-(2.7) describe a system with constant number 
of groups, constant volume and constant energy (NVE simulation). In practice, we usually need to 
simulate the system while maintaining a target temperature or pressure instead of energy.  
2.3.1.1  Temperature coupling   There are several methods to simulate a target temperature for 
a system [41, 54]. In our simulations, we use the Berendsen thermostat to mimic the temperature 






                                                                    (2.10) 
Here 𝜏 is time constant for coupling. In our simulation, we use 𝜏= 0.1 ps as in [108].  




                                                           (2.11) 





𝑖=1  denotes the total kinetic energy of the 𝑁-groups system and 𝑘 is 
Boltzmann’s constant. 
     To obtain the target 𝑇0 at equilibrium states, for the simulation step 𝑛𝑐, after calculating the 
velocities 𝑣 by (2.8), we need to rescale 𝑣 to 𝜆𝑣 [11, 41] with 











                                                 (2.12) 
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2.3.1.2  Pressure coupling  Similarly to temperature coupling, we use Berendsen barostat for 






                                                                           (2.13) 
Here 𝜏𝑃 is time constant for pressure coupling. In our simulation, we use 𝜏𝑃= 1 ps as in [108].  










)                                      (2.14) 
where 𝑢⨂𝑣 denotes the direct product of two vectors 𝑢 and 𝑣: (𝑢⨂𝑣 )𝛼𝛽 = 𝑢𝛼𝑣𝛽,  𝕣𝑖𝑗 = 𝑟𝑗 − 𝑟𝑖, 




, in which 𝑉𝑖𝑗 is the 
total potential energy of the two interacting groups 𝑖 and 𝑗, and 𝑟𝑖𝑗 is the distance between 𝑖 and 𝑗. 




𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑒(ℙ)                                                               (2.15) 
To obtain the target 𝑃0 at equilibrium states, for the simulation step 𝑛𝑃, after calculating the 
positions 𝑟 by (2.8) and (2.9), we need to rescale the positions and the simulation cell 𝑏 to 𝜇𝑟 and 
𝜇𝑏, correspondingly [11, 41], with  
𝜇 = 1 −
𝑛𝑃Δ𝑡
3𝜏𝑃
𝛾(𝑃0 − 𝑃)                                                   (2.16) 
where 𝛾 is the compressibility. In our simulations, 𝛾= 4.5x10-5 bar-1, which equals to the 
compressibility of water. 
     During simulations with pressure coupling, the coordinates and the simulation cell are rescaled 
by the same coefficient 𝜇, so we can use the proportional change of the simulation cell in order to 




2.3.1.3  NVT and NPT simulations Two basic types of simulations of a simulation cell with 
periodic boundary conditions can be performed: NVT, where the number of molecules, volume of 
the simulation cell and temperature are fixed; and NPT, where the pressure is fixed instead of the 
volume.  We produce NVT simulation by applying the temperature coupling mechanism described 
in Section 2.3.1.1. NVT simulations are used to relax and mix the system before simulating any 
binding processes. The fixed volume in this type of a simulation mimics the presence of water and 
the resulting volumetric incompressibility of the hydrogel. NVT simulation is performed before 
and after network formation as well as after metal crosslinking simulation and deformation 
processes, as described below. NPT simulations are produced by combining the temperature 
coupling and pressure coupling (see Section 2.3.1.2) mechanisms. NPT simulations are used for 
processes that change the volume of the system. This includes binding processes between the 
reactive groups and crosslinkers, or when properties of some groups are changed, e.g. when we 
replace some A by S, or add a permanent harmonic bond between two groups. In those kinds of 
processes the volume of the system changes in response to formation or breaking of bonds, or 
changes in potentials. In all NPT simulations, we set the reference pressure at 1 bar. The 
temperature in both NVT and NPT simulations is set to 300 K. The time steps for NVT and NPT 
simulations are 0.02 ps and 0.01 ps, respectively, as in [108]. The duration of each simulation 
depends on the time required to reach an equilibrium state. It is selected to ensure the stable state 
of the properties of the hydrogel such as the potential, the pressure, the temperature, size of the 
hydrogel, etc., at the end of an NVT or NPT run. 
2.3.2  Permanent network formation 
We begin our study by forming of the hydrogel network from precursor linear chains using a 
procedure similar to that employed in [108-109]. We start with 250 PEG-DA crosslinkers, and 250 
linear chains, each containing 20 units of A and 20 units of S (this choice is based on the mol ratio 
that was mentioned in Section 1.3.1), randomly distributed with S placed at both ends of each 
chain. These chains are randomly placed in a cubic simulation cell with side of length 10 nm, with 
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periodic boundary conditions. At this step, only the two end groups of each chain are set up to be 
reactive via Morse potential with PEG-DA, in order to simulate the formation of a polymer 
network. As we allow for up to four interactions, network formation is expected.  First, we run 
NVT simulation for 200 ns to equilibrate the system. During this run, S, A, and PEG-DA interact 
only via the WCA potential.  
     After the equilibration run, the interaction between PEG-DA and the terminal S of each chain 
is changed to Morse potential with the appropriate value of D, 𝛽 and b to simulate the binding of 
PEG-DA to reactive group and an NPT simulation is performed for 2 µs. After the NPT, if the 
distance between the reactive group and a PEG-DA unit is smaller than 0.165 nm, the PEG-DA is 
considered bound to the reactive group. This threshold is selected by finding the distance 
distribution between PEG-DA and A, as in [108-109]. The Morse potential for each pair of bound 
PEG-DA-A is replaced by a permanent harmonic bond potential. Finally, within each precursor 
chain (now bound in a network) we perform an NPT run for 10 µs to simulate the new interaction 
of groups and then perform an NVT run for 400 ns to relax the system. Each of the subsequent 
simulations of Models I and II originates with this fixed permanent network. 
2.3.3  Metal crosslinking 
In the experiments in [8], the total metal ion molar concentration is fixed at 0.5 M, so we also fixed 
the total number of Fe ions in our simulations. After the hydrogel is formed, we simulate the 
formation of metal crosslinks by adding the total number of 2500 of Fe3+ and Fe2+ crosslinkers to 
the system while fixing the Fe3+/A fraction to be a number between 0 and 0.5. This affects also the 
Fe3+/ Fe2+ fraction because the total number of Fe3+ and Fe2+ ions remains 2500. Similarly to the 
network formation process, we first place crosslinkers in the simulation cell, then relax the system 
using the NVT ensemble for 10 ns. As in the NVT process of network simulation, the interactions 
between the reactive groups and crosslinkers during this phase are governed by just the WCA 
potential. Then, similarly to the network formation, the interaction between A and Fe3+ is changed 
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to Morse potential with the appropriate values of D, 𝛽 and b as discussed in the previous section, 
and the formation of the metal crosslinks is simulated by an NPT process for 20 ns.  
2.3.4  Network deformation 
To study elastic properties of the hydrogel, we deform the simulation cell along the z-axis while 
keeping its volume fixed due to the incompressible nature of the hydrogel during the deformation. 
The network deformation is performed with and without metal crosslinks in order to understand 
how the elastic properties change due to the metal crosslinks. 
     The constant volume uniaxial deformation is realized by stepwise increasing the dimension of 
the simulation cell along the z-axis at a fixed deformation rate of 0.002 nm/ps while concurrently 
decreasing the dimension of the cell in the x- and y-directions appropriately at each time step, so 
that after 500 ps the volume of the system remains the same but the dimension of the hydrogel 
along the z-axis is 0.5 nm longer. After each 500 ps deformation, an NVT run is performed for 5 
ns to relax the polymer network with the new cell shape. The average values of the components of 
the stress tensor 𝜎 = −ℙ (see Equation (2.14)) are obtained from the second half of the NVT 
simulation, when the system is in an equilibrium state. In our project, we are interested in the 
uniaxial stress 𝜎𝑧𝑧 which we use to compute the Young’s modulus of the hydrogel. In what follows, 
by stress we mean the component 𝜎𝑧𝑧. For deformation and relaxation processes we do not change 
the potential types between the groups. We repeat the deformation-relaxation process four times 
in order to calculate the modulus of the hydrogel. For each time, the strain 𝜀 = Δ𝐿/𝐿0, with Δ𝐿 
and 𝐿0 are the change in z-dimension and the original z-dimension of the simulation cell, 
respectively. 
    The three stages of simulation of the network are illustrated in Figure 2.2 together with 






(200 ns, NVT) 
Mixing 
(2 µs, NPT) 
Binding 
(10 µs, NPT) 
Restructuring 
     (400 ns, NVT) 
Relaxation
n 
(10 ns, NVT)  
Mixing 
 (20 ns, NPT) 
Binding 
(5 ns, NVT) 
Relaxation 
(500 ps,  deformation) 
Pulling 
Figure 2.2. Diagram depicting the order of simulation steps, schematic representation of the 
formation of the permanent network (top row) and an example of network configuration that 
includes Fe3+ (bottom row). In the schematic representation crosslinker units are shown in red and 
reactive groups in green. 
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3.0  COVALENT NETWORK 
3.1  NETWORK FORMATION 
The first step in our hydrogel simulation is the formation of a covalently bonded polymer network. 
To this network we later add metal crosslinks in Model I and Model II. The formation of the 
polymer network from the precursor chains can be illustrated by characteristics such as the 
fractions of PEG-DA with different coordination numbers. When PEG-DA are added to the 
simulation cell, initially they are not bound to any reactive groups, but soon all PEG-DAs are 
bound to at least one A group, as shown in Figure 3.1. The fraction of PEG-DAs that are bound to      
just one reactive group rapidly increases, reaches its maximum and then decreases to about 1%.  
  
Figure 3.1. Time evolution of fractions of PEG-DA that are bound to different numbers of 
reactive groups: zero (solid blue curve), one (black), two (red), three (green), four (cyan) and 














Figure 3.3.  Time evolution of the dimension of each side of the simulation cell during the 
formation of the polymer network. 
Figure 3.2. Time evolution of the fractions of reacted groups (dotted blue, left y-axis), the 
number of chains belonging to the largest component (dashed green, left y-axis), and the 
evolution of the number of components (solid orange, right y-axis). 
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The fraction of PEG-DA bound to exactly two groups reaches its maximum after 1 ns, then 
decreases gradually and remains approximately 0.1. PEG-DAs bound to five reactive groups 
appear after about 100 ns, after which their fraction increases and finally stabilizes at 2%. At the 
end of our simulation, the largest fractions are taken up by PEG-DA bound to three or four reactive 
groups, which make up about 52% and 34%, respectively. A reactive group that binds to a PEG-
DA crosslinker is called a reacted group. We analyze the number of reacted groups, the number of 
chains belonging to the largest component and the number of components in the network. Early in 
the simulation, the number of reacted groups is larger than the number of chains belonging to the 
largest component but soon they become nearly equal and both fractions approach 1, as shown in 
Figure 3.2. This is reasonable because components formed via reacted groups need time to form 
larger components, and eventually only one component remains, as the solid curve shows. From 
the curves, we see that at the time when 50% reactive groups have undergone reaction, there are 
still more than 100 components. 
(a)          (b) 
Figure 3.4. The hydrogel at the end of the network formation: (a) One periodic cell of the network  
(b) Enlarged view of a part of the network. 
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     We illustrate the change of dimension of the simulation cell in Figure 3.3. It rapidly increases 
from the initial value of 10 nm to maximum dimension of 19.48 nm then slowly goes to its 
equilibrium value of 18.71 nm. That could be explained by the steric repulsion and the binding 
process between the groups in the system during the simulation.       
     Although the coordination numbers of PEG-DA crosslinkers appear to be still changing at the 
end of the simulation (Figure 3.1), we consider the configuration at 2 μs to have satisfactory 
topological properties, i.e.,  there is only one component in the network and the maximum number 
of reactive groups bound to a PEG-DA group is four. We retained this network as the permanent 
reference polymer network on which all of the remaining simulations are performed. As mentioned 
in Section 2.3, the Morse potential for each pair of bound PEG-DA-A is replaced by a harmonic 
bond potential to make all newly formed bonds permanent. That is the restructuring step in the 
schematic diagrams in Figure 2.2. 
     After relaxing the system, we have a hydrogel network with 5000 A groups and 5000 S groups 
and the dimension of 13.4 nm. In the hydrogel, each chain containing an A group bound to a PEG-
DA represents for one chain arm bound to that PEG-DA. The above results show that the maximum 
number of arms bound to a PEG-DA is 4, as mentioned in Section 1.3.2. We illustrate the hydrogel 
in Figure 3.4. 
3.2  NETWORK DEFORMATION 
We now analyze the elastic properties of the hydrogel. We deform the hydrogel as described in 
Section 2.3.4 and plot the stress vs strain curve in Figure 3.5.  The curve shows a linear dependence 
of stress on strain from 0 to 0.2, and nonlinear dependence at higher strains reflecting a stiffening 
of the hydrogel. The stiffening of hydrogel is in agreement with experimental observations [8, 49], 
polymer network theory and simulation results in [108-109]. The reason for this stiffening is that 
the initial elasticity is due to entropic forces resisting straightening of the chains while the stiffer 
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part is due to chain potentials, specifically the bond angle potential. The slope of the linear portion 
of the curve defines the elastic modulus of the hydrogel and it is 0.16 MPa. To obtain the averaged 
curve shown in Figure 3.5, we deformed the hydrogel nine times. However, to compute the elastic 
modulus, we need only 5 initial points in the curve, which form its linear portion. Later, in Chapter 
4 and Chapter 6, for the hydrogel with added Fe2+ and Fe3+, we also deform only four times to 








Figure 3.5. Stress vs strain curve for the original hydrogel  
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4.0  MODEL I 
The next step of our hydrogel simulation is the addition of Fe3+ and Fe2+ cations and the formation 
of additional crosslinks in the polymer network. In this model, although both cations are added to 
the system, only the Fe3+ ions can form temporary bonds with the A groups.  
     As mentioned in Chapter 2, a crosslink is considered to be formed between an A group and a 
Fe3+ atom when the distance between the point masses representing them is less than 𝑏 +
ln(2) /𝛽 ≈ 0.16621 nm, the value at which the attractive force formed by the Morse potential 
attains its maximum. Figure 4.1 illustrates the hydrogel after the metal crosslinking step with 1500 
(a) (b) 
Figure 4.1. The hydrogel with 1500 Fe3+and 1000 Fe2+ at the end of the metal crosslinking 
simulation. (a) The whole hydrogel (b) Enlarged view of a part of the network. 
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Fe3+ and 1000 Fe2+. The atoms surrounding the polymer groups in Figure 4.1a are Fe2+, which 
cannot bind to A groups. In Figure 4.1b, they are represented by the hollow red circles. In contrast, 
Fe3+ ions (solid red circles) can form bonds with A groups (green circles). The blue circles 
represent the S groups which cannot bind to Fe3+.  
     We investigate internal properties of the hydrogel by analyzing the time evolution of several 
characteristic quantities in a simulation.  In Sections 4.1- 4.3 we consider the simulation with 1500 
Fe3+ and 1000 Fe2+, the Fe3+/A fraction 1500/5000=0.3 and the Fe3+/ Fe2+ fraction 1500/1000=1.5. 
In our simulations, we change some Fe3+ ions into Fe2+ ions in order to change the Fe3+/A fraction. 
Throughout this chapter we also investigate how some characteristic quantities of the simulations 
change when the Fe3+/A fraction is varied while the total Fe is kept fixed at 2500 groups. That 
helps us compare the effects of Fe3+ with those of Fe2+ on the hydrogel.  
 
 
Figure 4.2. Time evolution of fractions of 1500 Fe3+ that are bound to different numbers of 
reactive groups: zero (solid blue curve), one (dotted black), two (dashed red), three (green 
pluses), four (cyan stars, five (blue crosses) and six (yellow circles) 
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4.1  COORDINATION PROPERTIES 
To monitor the dynamics of additional crosslink formation, we use the same approach as in the 
previous section and monitor the proportions of Fe3+ with different coordination numbers during 
the 20 ns NPT binding simulation. Figure 4.2 shows the time evolution of fractions of 1500 Fe3+ 
that are bound to different numbers of the A groups.  In the beginning of the NPT simulation, all 
Fe3+ ions do not bind to any A group, but after 0.001 ns, the fraction of free Fe3+ (the Fe3+ ions 
which is not bound to any A group) decreases to 0.7. After 0.1 ns, most of Fe3+ ions bind to at least 
one A group. After 1 ns, the fractions of Fe3+ with coordination of one, two, three, four and five A 
groups increase to 8%, 33%, 41% and 17%, respectively. The total fraction of Fe3+ with 
coordination zero, five or six is 1%.   
     Figure 4.3a shows the distribution of the coordination number for 1500 Fe3+ at the last time 
frame, i.e., after 20 ns of the binding simulation. The coordination numbers vary from 1 to 5 with 
the average of 2.69. The coordination of Fe3+ for all proportions of Fe3+/A varies from 0 to 6, and 
the average coordination at equilibrium state changes from 3.7 to 1.8, as shown in Figure 4.3b. For 
the higher Fe3+/A fraction, the average coordination is smaller. This is not surprising because as 
the fraction increases, the average of number of A groups available for one Fe3+ becomes smaller, 
and in all simulations, there are very few free Fe3+ ions and complex components (see Section 4.3). 
At Fe3+/A fraction of 0.5, two A groups can be bound to each Fe3+ ion with no groups or ions left 
free.  As in Figure 4.4, the fraction of free Fe3+ (relative to the total number of Fe3+ ions in each 
simulation) varies between 0% and 1% in most simulations, and increases to 2.5% when the Fe3+/A 
fraction of 0.5.  The coordination numbers reflect the properties we discussed in Section 1.3 except 
there are some Fe3+ ions with coordination number of six.  
4.2  DYNAMICS OF METAL CROSSLINKS 
We divide 20 ns duration of the binding simulation to 200 time intervals, each of 100 ps duration.  
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For each 100 ps time interval, we calculate the following four quantities: the total number of 
crosslinks and the numbers of the retained, broken and newly formed crosslinks after each 100 ps. 
We illustrate the time evolution of these four numbers for the simulation with 1500 Fe3+ in Figure 
4.5. From the graphs, we see that all four numbers quickly approach their equilibrium values after 
0.2 ns. The number of broken and the number of newly formed crosslinks are both around 550, 
which is approximately 13.5% of the total number of crosslinks (around 4100). So although the 
total number of metal crosslinks remains the same in an equilibrium state, the processes of 
(a)                                                                           (b) 
Figure 4.3. The coordination number of Fe3+ ions. (a) Distribution of coordination number for 
1500 Fe3+ at the end of the binding process. (b) Average coordination number of Fe3+ at the end of 
the binding process for different Fe3+/A ratios. 
 




retaining, breaking and newly forming of crosslinks are dynamic. 
     To better understand these processes, we divide the first and the last 100 ps time intervals into 
100 subintervals of duration 1 ps each, and find the statistics shown in Figure 4.6. We see that 
during the first 100 ps, the four numbers increase to their equilibrium values. And during the last 
100 ps the four numbers are not very different from the ones in Figure 4.5. During each 1 ps 
subinterval of the period of 100 ps, there are about 500 broken and newly formed crosslinks, but 
the total number of crosslinks at the end of the period is about 4000. It means that during a 100 ps 
time period many crosslinks get broken and then form again, and vice versa. In Chapter 6, we will 
consider Model II, where Fe2+ can also form crosslinks, and compare the dynamics of crosslinks 
formed by Fe3+ and Fe2+.  
4.3  COMPLEX COMPONENTS 
As mentioned in Chapter 1, a complex component is formed when an A group bound to two or 
more crosslinkers. Experiments show that there are complex components in the hydrogel [9]. The 
Figure 4.5. Time evolution of number of crosslinks of different types during each 100 ps 
subinterval for simulation of 1500 Fe3+: retained (solid blue), broken (dotted red), newly formed 
(dashed green), and total (dash dotted cyan) crosslinks.  
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corresponding simulation results are shown in Figure 4.7. As shown in Figure 4.7a, for the 
simulations reported in this section, only about 1% of the A groups are bound to two or more Fe3+. 
Thus in our simulation there are very few complex components. In Figure 4.7b, we see that 
although the average number of Fe3+  bound to a single A group increases as the Fe3+/A fraction 
grows, this number is less than 1.02, so the number of complex components remains small in all 
simulations. This agrees with the fact that there are complex components in the hydrogel in the 
experiments [8-9].  
4.4   COMPACTION OF FE-HYDROGEL 
We know that when we add material to an equilibrium system, the steric repulsion will make the 
volume larger and the binding process will make the system smaller. When there are only Fe2+ 
added to the hydrogel (i.e., the system includes zero Fe3+ and 2500 Fe2+ in addition of the 
permanent network), the addition steric repulsion makes the length of each side of the simulation 
cell increase from 13.4 nm to 23.23 nm. This behavior mimics the swelling of the hydrogel with 
water. The cell size decreases as we increase the Fe3+/A ratio. This is due to the binding process 
between Fe3+ and A groups. As mentioned in Section 2.3.1.2, we can understand the change of the 
(a)                                                                       (b)      
Figure 4.6. Time evolution of number of crosslinks of different types in each 1 ps for simulation 
of 1500 Fe3+: retained (blue solid), broken (dotted red), newly formed (green dash), and total 
(dash dotted cyan) crosslinks.   (a) first 100 ps of the simulation  (b) last 100 ps of the simulation 
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size of the hydrogel by analyzing the change of size of the simulation cell. As a result, the size of 












     We see in Figure 4.9a that the size of the simulation cell, and hence the volume of the cell, 
decreases during the binding process with 1500 Fe3+ added. The contraction of the hydrogel is 
(a)                                                                                       (b) 
Figure 4.7. Some statistical results for the number of Fe3+ bound to a single A group:  (a) the 
distribution of the number of Fe3+ bound to a single A group (1500 Fe3+ at the end of binding 
process). (b) the average number of Fe3+ bound to a single A group at the end of binding process 
for different Fe3+/A ratios. 
                                                                
Figure 4.8. Dimension of the simulation cell as the function of Fe3+/A fraction 
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associated with the decrease of the average distances between the groups in it. We define the 
average distances as follows:  
  𝑑𝑠 = 𝑑𝑃𝑄 , for all groups P and Q in a single chain, over all chains 
               𝑑𝑑 = 𝑑𝑃𝑄 ,         for all groups P and Q in two different chains, over all chains 
                       𝑑𝑎 = 𝑑𝑃𝑄 ,          for all groups P and Q in the hydrogel, over all chains 
The formula of 𝑑𝑠, 𝑑𝑑 and 𝑑𝑎 are 
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As shown in Figure 4.9b, the values of 𝑑𝑠, 𝑑𝑑 and 𝑑𝑎 are decreasing as the Fe
3+/A fraction grows. 
We now analyze the reasons for this decrease. 
     The decrease of 𝑑𝑠 is associated mainly with the formation of loops. We see in Figure 4.10b 
that there are many loops in the hydrogel. The total number of loops increases as the Fe3+/A 
fraction grows from 0 to 0.4, and decreases for larger fractions. The number of loops may be larger 
than the number of Fe3+ ions because one ion can form more than one loop in a chain. To better 
understand the structure of the hydrogel, we investigate the number of short loops and the number 
of long loops. One can see that the number of long loops is almost constant while the number of  
short loops monotonically increases together with the total number of loops as the Fe3+/A fraction 
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grows. We conclude that adding more Fe3+ does not contribute to formation of long loops but 
results instead in the creation of more short loops. This in turn decreases the average distance 
(a)                                                                             (b) 
Figure 4.10. The number of bridging Fe3+ and the number of loops. (a) The number of bridging 
Fe3+(dash dotted blue, left axis) and the percentage of bridging Fe3+ (over the total Fe3+ for each 
simulation) as Fe3+/A fraction is varied. (b) The number of loops as the function of Fe3+/A fraction: 
short loops (dash dotted blue), large loops (solid green), all loops (dashed red)  
(a)                                                                           (b) 
Figure 4.9. The dimension of the simulation cell and the average distance between the groups.   
(a) Time evolution of the dimension of the simulation cell during the simulation of 1500 Fe3+      
(b) Average distance between the groups of the polymer network in the hydrogel with different 
density of Fe3+/A: groups in a single chain (dash dotted blue), groups in two different chains 
(dotted red) and groups in the entire polymer network (solid green) 
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between groups in a single chain. 
     The bridging Fe3+ ions, i.e., the ions that are bound to two or more different chains, contribute 
to making the distances between groups in different chains shorter. As shown in Figure 4.10a, the 
percentage of bridging Fe3+ varies from 10% to 30%, and the number of bridging Fe3+ mostly 
increases with the Fe3+/A fraction. While the number of bridging Fe3+ remains relatively small 
(less than 300), in combination with the loops, they make the average distance between groups in 
different chains 𝑑𝑑 and the average distance between two groups 𝑑𝑎 shorter, as shown in Figure 
4.9b. 
4.5  ELASTIC MODULUS 
In Figure 4.11, we show how the elastic modulus of the hydrogel varies with Fe3+/A and Fe3+/Fe2+ 
fractions under the uniaxial deformation. The modulus in our simulations increases significantly 
as the Fe3+/A and Fe3+/Fe2+ fractions increase, in qualitative agreement with experimental results 
shown in Figure 1.2. 
(a) (b) 
Figure 4.11. Elastic modulus of the hydrogel as (a) Fe3+/A   and    (b) Fe3+/Fe2+ fractions are varied. 
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     To explain the increase in the elastic modulus as the density of Fe3+/A increases, we consider 
separately the effects of bridging Fe3+ and all bound Fe3+, i.e., the Fe3+ ions that are bound at least 
one chain (including the bridging irons).  
4.5.1  Effects of bound Fe3+ on elastic modulus of hydrogel 
In our network, every chain contains 39 units made from 40 groups that are numbered from 
position 1 to 40. Due to the large number of units in every chain, each chain can assume many 
different shapes when the network is stretched. Each bound Fe3+ is bound to the A groups at some 
positions in one or more chains. As shown in Figure 4.12a, there are many Fe3+ ions at each A 
position in a chain. This amounts to the Fe3+ ions separating a chain into a number of smaller 
segments at the positions they are bound to, therefore shortening the effective average length of a 
chain. 
    Calculating the average number of units in the effective chains (segments of the original chains) 
at the equilibrium state in the simulations with different Fe3+/A fractions, we obtain the graph 
shown in Figure 4.12b. One can see that the average number of units in an effective chain rapidly 
decreases from 39 to 3 when the Fe3+/A fraction varies from zero to 0.2 and decreases further to 
2.05 when the Fe3+/A fraction reaches 0.5. Thus, the number of units in effective chains is very 
small compared to the original chains. Shortening the length of effective chains makes the hydrogel 
stiffer. 
4.5.2  Effects of bridging Fe3+ on elastic modulus of hydrogel 
Clearly, bridging Fe3+ ions are bound Fe3+, so they shorten the effective lengths of the chains as 
described above. However, they also prevent a chain from slipping past the other chains. This 
makes the hydrogel stiffer.  In this section we discuss two other characteristic quantities related to 
the bridging Fe3+ that make the hydrogel stiffer. These are the percentage of crosslinked chains 
and the number of chains bound to a single chain.  
     As shown in Figure 4.13a, the fraction of non-crosslinked-chains is about 43%. It is close to         
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the fraction of chains bound to a single chain. There are about 10% of chains bound to two chains. 
There are very few chains bound to three chains and no chains bound to four or more chains. In 
this simulation the Fe3+/A fraction with 1500 Fe3+ is 0.3 and corresponds to the plateau in the two 
graphs shown in Figure 4.13b. As shown in Figure 4.11a, the elastic modulus increases 
significantly when the Fe3+/A fraction exceeds 0.4.  
     To compare effects of bridging Fe3+ with the effects of bound Fe3+ discussed above, let us 
consider the Fe3+/A fraction in the range of [0.4, 0.5]. In this range, as shown in Figure 4.11a, the 
modulus increases from 10 MPa to 44 MPa. To better understand the topology of Fe-hydrogel 
network, we consider the crosslinked-chains, i.e., the chains bound to at least one another chain. 
Figure 4.13b shows that both the percentage of crosslinked-chains and the number of chains bound 
to a chain increase significantly in this fraction range. On the other hand, according to Figure 
4.12b, the number of units in an effective chain is nearly constant when the Fe3+/A fraction is in 
the range of [0.4, 0.5]. So we can conclude that the significant increase of the elastic modulus in 
this range is due to the bridging Fe3+. 
     Similarly to the binding step (See Section 4.2), during the elastic network deformation, many 
crosslinks are newly formed or get broken and then form again, resulting in newly formed or 
untenable bridging Fe3+ ions. However, the number of bridging Fe3+ ions are almost unchanged 
and similar to the binding step (See Figure 4.10a). 





                                  (a)                                                                           (b) 
Figure 4.12. The shortening of the effective chains by Fe3+. (a) Histogram of Fe3+ position in a 
chain at the end of the binding process in the simulation of 1500 Fe3+   (b)  Average number of 
units in an effective chain. 
        
(a)                                                                                 (b) 
Figure 4.13. The number of chains bound to a single chain. (a) Histogram of percentage of chains 
in the hydrogel bound to number of different chains at the end of binding process in the 
simulation of 1500 Fe3+  (b) Percentage of crosslinked-chain (dash dotted blue, left y-axis), and 
average number of chains bound to a single chain (solid orange, right y-axis) 
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5.0  MODEL II CALIBRATION 
As we saw in Section 4.4, the size of the simulation cell decreases when the number of Fe3+ 
increases. As a result, the size of hydrogel is a monotone decreasing function of Fe3+/A fraction as 
shown in Figure 4.8. However, the size of the simulation cell of the original permanent network 
(without Fe3+ and Fe2+) is 13.40 nm, and the size turns to be larger for hydrogel with Fe3+/A ratio 
of 0.25 or smaller. That means the Model I, in which Fe2+ ions do not bind to A groups, does not 
reflect the compaction of hydrogel when the Fe2+/A ratio is 0.25 or higher. As we will show below 
in Chapter 6, the Model II, in which Fe2+ bind weakly to A groups, does not suffer from this 
deficiency: when Fe2+ are allowed to form bonds, the hydrogel reduces in volume when Fe2+ is 
added and exhibits even more compaction with added Fe3+.  
     As discussed in Chapter 1, our models define a type of crosslinker by the choice of interaction 
potentials between crosslinkers and groups in the hydrogel or between crosslinkers themselves. If 
some of these potentials change, we have a different type of crosslinker. Crosslinkers of different 
types yield different characteristic quantities of the hydrogel. 
     In Model I, we treat Fe2+ as neutral atoms that only affect how hydrogel swells up, i.e., increases 
in volume. In this chapter, we construct a model of a hydrogel where both Fe3+ and Fe2+ can bind 
to A groups with different affinities and hence we have two types of crosslinkers. The binding 
mechanism of  Fe2+ is assumed to be via the same potentials as Fe3+ but with different parameters, 
i.e., we change the parameters of the Morse potential between the crosslinkers and the A groups 
or the WCA potentials between the crosslinkers and the groups in the system or between the 
crosslinkers themselves. In this chapter, we use the relations obtained from the computer 
simulations to select suitable values of parameters for Fe3+ and Fe2+, so that our model qualitatively 
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reflects the experimental findings. These parameters are then used to obtain the results for Model 
II described in Chapter 6. 
     As we saw in Chapter 2, the Morse and WCA potentials we use reflect both the steric repulsion 
and electrostatic forces between the groups. In this chapter, we seek to include two types of 
crosslinkers, so we focus on interaction potentials which reflect primarily for electrostatic forces. 
These are the Morse potential governing the interactions between the crosslinkers and the A 
groups, and the WCA potential for the interactions between the crosslinkers themselves. 
     In order to separate the effects of different types of crosslinkers, we will run the simulations 
with only one type of crosslinker in the system for each simulation. The number of crosslinkers 
for each simulation is 2500, as in Model I. 
     We aim to use simulation results to introduce two types of crosslinkers for Fe3+ and Fe2+ so that 
(with same amount of Fe3+ and Fe2+) the model reflects the following experimentally observed 
properties discussed in Section 1.3: 
(i) Both Fe3+-hydrogel and Fe2+-hydrogel are stiffer than the original hydrogel but the 
modulus of Fe3+-hydrogel is significantly larger compared to Fe2+-hydrogel 
(ii) Both Fe3+-hydrogel and Fe2+-hydrogel are smaller in size compared to the original 
hydrogel, but the Fe3+-hydrogel are more compact. 
(iii) The average coordination number of Fe3+ is in the range from 2 to 4, while the average 
coordination number of Fe2+ is very small compared to Fe3+.  
5.1 RELATIONS BETWEEN PARAMETERS OF MORSE POTENTIAL AND SOME 
CHARACTERISTIC QUANTITIES 
Recall that the Morse potential has three parameters: 𝑏 is the equilibrium distance between Fe and 
A, D controls the strength of the crosslink, and 𝛽 controls the distance over which the potential is 
effective. By changing the values of D and 𝛽 in simulations with the same number of crosslinkers, 
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we obtain the relations between the parameters and the characteristic quantities mentioned above. 
     In this section, we do not change the WCA potential between crosslinkers but run the 
simulations for different parameters of Morse potential. We consider four different values of D: 
30, 45, 60, 90 (kJ mol-1) and three different values of 𝛽: 12.5, 15, 20 (nm-1). Other parameters of 
Model I (in the Table 2.1) are unchanged. 
     We performed simulations of the crosslink formation with different parameter values for the 
Morse potential to study the correlations of the parameters with the elastic modulus, the size of the 
simulation cell and the average coordination number of the crosslinkers. 
5.1.1  Relations between Morse parameters and values of modulus and compaction 
In Table 5.1 and 5.2, we present the values of the elastic modulus and the size of the simulation 
cell, respectively. In Table 5.1, the last value in each row is the correlation coefficient between 
values of the modulus in the row and corresponding values of 𝛽, and the last value in each column 
is the correlation coefficient between values of the modulus in the column and corresponding 
values of D.  Similarly, in Table 5.2, we calculate the correlation coefficients for the dimension of 
simulation cell. Our goal in this section is to select the values of 𝛽, and D that best represent Fe3+ 
and Fe2+.    
 
Table 5.1. The elastic modulus (MPa) for different parameters of the Morse potential 
D 𝛽 12.5 15 20 Correlation with 𝛽 
90 255.95 45.27 1.14 -0.85 
60 69.00 3.44 0.94 -0.78 
45 22.76 2.20 0.73 -0.79 
30 4.00 0.76 0.41 -0.81 
Correlation with D 0.96 0.90 0.96  
 
     Table 5.1 demonstrates that the elastic modulus increases as 𝛽 decreases or D increases, 
resulting in the strong negative correlation of modulus with 𝛽 and strong correlation of modulus 
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with D. In simulation, the modulus of the original hydrogel is 0.16 MPa. To reflect Properties (i) 
in Section 5.0, we can choose values of 𝛽=15 and D=30, or 𝛽 = 20 and any D ≥ 30 for Fe2+. For 
these values, adding Fe2+ does not result in a significant increase of the elastic modulus. For Fe3+, 
we can select values 𝛽=15 and D=90 (as in Model I), or 𝛽 = 12.5 and D is in the range of [30, 
90]. 
 
      
We now analyze the results included in Table 5.2. One can see that the size of simulation cell 
increases as 𝛽 increase or D decreases. The size for the hydrogel without Fe is 13.4 nm. We 
consider the values of D and 𝛽 which reflect Property (i). For D=30 and 𝛽 = 20, the size is 13.66 
nm. To have the hydrogel contract when Fe2+ is added as Property (ii), we thus should not choose 
these values of D and 𝛽 for Fe2+. Instead, we can select 𝛽=15 and D=30, or 𝛽 = 20 and any D 
≥ 45  for Fe2+. The crosslinkers corresponding to these values make the hydrogel contract.  
5.1.2 Analyzing the coordination number 
In this section, we analyze the coordination number of different types of crosslinkers. As we see 
in Table 5.3, we get a higher average coordination number as D or 𝛽 increases. However, the 
coordination numbers for different types of crosslinkers are very similar and approximately equal 
to 2. Moreover, for most of the parameters we selected for Fe2+ and Fe3+ in Section 5.1.1, the 
average coordination number of Fe2+ is actually higher than the coordination number of Fe3+. This 
Table 5.2. The size of the simulation cell (nm) for different parameters of the Morse 
potential 
 
D 𝛽 12.5 15 20 Correlation with 𝛽 
90 7.84 8.24 11.96 0.97 
60 8.15 8.81 12.43 0.98 
45 8.27 9.52 12.67 1.00 
30 8.55 11.68 13.66 0.95 
Correlation with D -0.99 -0.89 -0.92  
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contradicts the property (iii) in Section 5.0. So we are not able to select suitable parameters for 
Fe3+ and Fe2+ within the class of crosslinkers that were considered in this section. We need to 
consider different types of crosslinkers. 
 
Table 5.3. The average coordination number for different parameters of the Morse 
potential 
D 𝛽 12.5 15 20 Correlation with 𝛽 
90 1.84 1.88 1.92 0.98 
60 1.76 1.80 1.90 1.00 
45 1.69 1.79 1.87 0.97 
30 1.65 1.72 1.76 0.96 
Correlation with D 0.99 0.97 0.87  
 
 
Table 5.4. The percentage of free crosslinkers for different parameters of the Morse 
potential 
D 𝛽 12.5 15 20 Correlation with 𝛽 
90 4.12 2.28 0.28 0.93 
60 4.80 1.80 0.12 0.95 
45 5.60 1.96 0.56 0.98 
30 7.40 3.80 3.40 1.00 
Correlation with D -0.79 -0.18 -0.88  
 
 
Table 5.5. The number of crosslinkers bound to a single A for different parameters of the 
Morse potential 
D 𝛽 12.5 15 20 Correlation with 𝛽 
90 1.06 1.02 1.00 1.00 
60 1.02 1.00 1.00 1.00 
45 1.01 1.00 1.00 1.00 
30 1.01 1.00 1.00 1.00 




   5.2  FINDING APPROPRIATE TYPES OF CROSSLINKERS FOR FE3+ AND FE2+    
We will first use the analysis of coordination number presented in Section 4.1 to understand why 
the coordination number is almost unchanged for different types of crosslinkers. In our 
simulations, the fraction of crosslinker/A is 0.5 and as one can see in Table 5.4 and 5.5, there are 
very few free crosslinkers and complex components. So there are about two A groups for one 
crosslinker in average. To obtain larger coordination numbers, we need to increase the number of 
free crosslinkers or complex components. In this section, we increase the number of complex 
components for our new types of crosslinkers. 
     If we fix the equilibrium distance between a crosslinker and an A group, the number of 
crosslinkers bound to a single A will increase as the equilibrium distance between the crosslinkers 
decreases. In Section 2.1.2, we chose a larger value for equilibrium distance between crosslinkers 
than would be implied by their size in order to account for the electrostatic repulsion due to their 
positive charge and set it equal to 0.45 𝑛𝑚. Considering that the radius of Fe ions is very small 
compared to A and S groups because Fe consists a single atom, the values of equilibrium distance 
between crosslinkers of 𝑟𝐹𝑒𝐹𝑒=0.35 nm still qualitatively reflects the physical properties of the 
groups, but this decreased distance will enable higher coordination numbers. 
    With this change in interactions between crosslinkers, we ran the simulations for the hydrogel 
with four different values of D: 20, 30, 40, 50 (kJ mol-1) and three different values of 𝛽: 12.5, 15, 
20 (nm-1). We summarize the computational results below. 
 
 
Table 5.6. The elastic modulus (MPa) for different parameters of the Morse potential (with 
𝑟𝐹𝑒𝐹𝑒=0.35 nm) 
 
D 𝛽 12.5 15 20 Correlation with 𝛽 
50 49.90 12.99 1.18 -0.89 
40 32.28 6.19 0.73 -0.85 
30 29.56 2.13 0.41 -0.79 
20 4.38 1.15 0.40 -0.86 
Correlation with D 0.94 0.99 0.97  
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     The results of the important characteristic quantities are presented in Table 5.6-5.10. We first 
need to check the relations similar to the ones considered in Section 5.1. From Table 5.6 and 5.7, 
one can see that there are still strong or negative strong correlations between the parameters and 
the values of the elastic modulus and hydrogel compaction. As 𝛽 decreases or D increases, the 
modulus increases while the size of the simulation cell decreases.  
 
Table 5.7. The size of the simulation cell (nm) for different parameters of the Morse potential 
(with 𝑟𝐹𝑒𝐹𝑒=0.35 nm) 
 
D 𝛽 12.5 15 20 Correlation  with 𝛽 
50 7.95 8.60 11.82 0.98 
40 7.97 9.04 12.03 1.00 
30 8.38 9.77 12.18 1.00 
20 8.98 11.35 13.42 0.97 
Correlation with D -0.85 -0.90 -0.82  
    
     We now consider Table 5.9 and 5.10. There are still very few free crosslinkers but the number 
of crosslinkers bound to a single A group is larger in comparison to Table 5.4 and Table 5.5. This 
allows more A groups can bind to one crosslinker, resulting in the higher average coordination 
numbers. 
    Similarly to Section 5.1, by combining the values of Tables 5.6, 5.7 and 5.8, we choose the 
values of 𝛽=20 and D=30 for Fe2+ and 𝛽=15 and D=50 for Fe3+ in Model II. For these parameters, 
when we add 2500 Fe2+ and 2500 Fe3+, the sizes of the simulation cell are 12.2 nm and 8.6 nm, 
respectively.            
     The average coordination numbers of Fe2+ and Fe3+ are 1.82 and 2.1, respectively. Although 
the coordination numbers of Fe2+ are not sufficiently small, the other two main characteristic 
quantities, modulus and compaction, are qualitatively captured.      
     We simulate Fe3+ and Fe2+ for Model II with these parameter values and analyze the results in 






Table 5.9. The percentage of free crosslinkers for different parameters of the Morse 
potential (with 𝑟𝐹𝑒𝐹𝑒=0.35 nm) 
D 𝛽 12.5 15 20 Correlation with 𝛽 
90 1.60 1.96 0.40 -0.93 
60 2.28 2.84 0.96 -0.85 
45 4.48 4.72 2.00 -0.90 
30 9.48 8.04 7.16 -1.00 
Correlation with D 0.99 1.00 1.00  
 
 
Table 5.10. The number of crosslinkers bound to a single A for different parameters of the 
Morse potential (with 𝑟𝐹𝑒𝐹𝑒=0.35 nm) 
D 𝛽 12.5 15 20 Correlation with 𝛽 
90 1.39 1.26 1.14 -0.92 
60 1.31 1.21 1.08 -0.98 
45 1.22 1.12 1.05 -0.97 
30 1.11 1.06 1.01 -1.00 
Correlation with D -0.96 -0.96 -0.84  
Table 5.8. The average coordination number for different parameters of the Morse potential 
(with 𝑟𝐹𝑒𝐹𝑒=0.35 nm) 
D 𝛽 12.5 15 20 Correlation with 𝛽 
50 2.10 2.10 2.15 1.00 
40 1.96 1.99 2.01 0.89 
30 1.78 1.81 1.82 0.97 
20 1.61 1.68 1.70 0.97 
Correlation with D -0.95 -0.96 -0.95  
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6.0  SIMULATION RESULTS FOR MODEL II 
 
We now use the parameters selected in Section 5.2 and run computer simulations for the Model II 
of the hydrogel with added Fe3+ and Fe2+. As in the Model I simulations, the total number of Fe3+ 
and Fe2+ is fixed at 2500 and the fraction of Fe3+/A is varied between 0 and 0.5.  
    In Figure 6.1, we show the hydrogel with 1250 Fe3+ and 1250 Fe2+ after the metal crosslinking 
step. In this model, both Fe3+ (solid circles) and Fe2+ (hollow circles) ions can form bonds with the 
A groups (green circles). However, from Figure 6.1b, comparing to Fe3+, we expect that there is a 
smaller number of A groups bound to Fe2+ ions. We will check this in Section 6.1.  
(a)                                                                                                 (b) 
Figure 6.1. The hydrogel with 1250 Fe3+and 1250 Fe2+ at the end of the metal crosslinking 
simulation:  (a) The whole hydrogel   (b) Enlarged view of a part of the network. 
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     Similarly to Model I, we investigate the internal structure of the hydrogel and some properties 
of Fe3+ and Fe2+ by analyzing time evolution of some characteristic quantities in simulations and 
comparing some characteristic quantities of Fe3+ and Fe2+. In this chapter, when comparing the 
characteristic quantities of the hydrogel with Fe3+ and Fe2+, we focus on the simulations with 1250 
Fe3+ and 1250 Fe2+. We also analyze the dependence of some characteristic quantities on the 
Fe3+/A fraction. We will see that our model captures all properties that were mentioned in Section 
1.3 except that the coordination numbers of Fe2+ are relatively large compared to experimental 
observations [8-9]. 
6.1  COORDINATION PROPERTIES 
Figure 6.2 and Figure 6.3 show the time evolution of fractions of 1250 Fe3+ ions and 1250 Fe2+ 
ions that are bound to different numbers of the A groups. We see that, in equilibrium, there is about 
80% Fe3+ ions bound to two or three A groups, about 18% Fe3+ ions bound to one or four A groups 
and there are very few Fe3+ ions bound to zero or five A groups. Coordination numbers of most of 
Fe3+ ions are two or three. Coordination numbers of most Fe2+ are one and two. In the experiments 
[8-9], the binding interaction between Fe2+ and A groups is weak and the two groups are easily 
dissociated. The coordination numbers of Fe2+ in the Model II are relatively large compared to the 
experimental results but they still qualitatively reflect the reality, in the sense that the coordination 
numbers of Fe2+ are smaller than those of Fe3+. More importantly, it is useful to examine the effects 
of Fe3+ on elastic behavior of the hydrogel for the case when Fe2+ can bind to A groups.  
     In Figure 6.4a we present the distribution of coordination numbers for 1250 Fe3+ and 1250 Fe2+ 
after 20 ns of the binding simulation. The coordination numbers of Fe3+ vary from 0 to 5 with the 
average of 2.5. Coordination numbers of Fe2+ are between 0 and 3 with the average of 1.7.   
     For all proportions of Fe3+/A, the coordination numbers of Fe3+ and Fe2+ lie between 0 to 5 and 
0 to 3, respectively. The average coordination of Fe3+ in equilibrium decreases from 2.8 to 2.1, as 
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shown in Figure 6.5. The average coordination number of Fe2+ varies between 1.8 and 1.6.  
Figure 6.3. Time evolution of fractions of 1250 Fe2+ that are bound to different numbers of 
reactive groups: zero (solid blue curve), one (dotted black), two (dashed red), three (green 
pluses), four (cyan stars). 
Figure 6.2. Time evolution of fractions of 1250 Fe3+  that are bound to different numbers of 
reactive groups: zero (solid blue curve), one (dotted black), two (dashed red), three (green 
pluses), four (cyan stars, five (blue crosses). 
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     We observe Fe3+ ions “competing” to attract A groups.  As the fraction of Fe3+/A increases, the 
average of number of A groups available for one Fe3+ becomes smaller, and similarly to Model I, 
for all simulations of different Fe3+/A fractions, there are very few free Fe3+ ions. In the Model II, 
although the number of complex components increases as the Fe3+/A fraction increases (see 
(a)                                                                             (b) 
Figure 6.4. Distribution of coordination number for Fe ions at the end of the binding process. 
(a)1250 Fe3+   (b)1250 Fe2+ 




Section 6.4), the coordination numbers of Fe3+ still decreases. However, coordination number of 
Fe3+ is always larger than that of Fe2+.  
6.2  DYNAMICS OF METAL CROSSLINKS 
Similarly to Model I, to monitor the strength of the crosslinks, we divide the 20 ns duration of the 
binding simulation into 200 time intervals, each of 100 ps duration, and calculate the total number 
of the crosslinks and the numbers of retained, broken and newly formed crosslinks after each 100 
ps. We show the time evolution of these four quantities for the simulation with 1250 Fe3+ and 1250 
Fe2+ in Figures 6.6 and 6.7. We see that all four numbers quickly approach the equilibrium values 
after 0.2 ns for both Fe3+ and Fe2+. The total number of crosslinks of Fe3+ is larger, and the number 
of broken and the number of newly formed crosslinks is approximately 32% and 40% of the total 
number of crosslinks for Fe3+ and Fe2+, correspondingly. So, in each 100 ps, the Fe2+ crosslinks 
are more easily dissociated. 
6.3  COMPLEX COMPONENTS 
In Figure 6.8a, we present the distribution of the number of Fe3+/Fe2+ bound to a single A group 
for 1250 Fe3+ and 1250 Fe2+ at the end of binding process. In this Model, we see that there is about 
17% A groups bound to two Fe ions. In Figure 6.8b, we see that the average number of Fe ions 
bound to a single A group increases from 1.06 to 1.26 as the Fe3+/A fraction grows. This is in 
agreement with the results that there are complex components in the experiments [8-9]. We see 






   
Figure 6.6. Time evolution of number of crosslinks of different types during each 100 ps 
subinterval for simulation of 1250 Fe3+: retained (solid blue), broken (dotted red), newly formed 
(dashed green), and total (dash-dotted cyan) crosslinks.  
Figure 6.7. Time evolution of number of crosslinks of different types during each 100 ps 
subinterval for simulation of 1250 Fe2+: retained (solid blue), broken (dotted red), newly formed 
(dashed green), and total (dash-dotted cyan) crosslinks.  
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6.4  COMPACTION WITH FE-HYDROGEL 
Similarly to Chapter 4, we use the dimension of simulation cell in order to analyze the size of the 
hydrogel. When there is no Fe added to the hydrogel, the dimension of the hydrogel is 13.4 nm. 
The dimension contracts to 12.2 nm when we add 2500 Fe2+. It contracts more when the Fe3+/A  
ratio increases, as shown in Figure 6.9. So in this model, the addition of Fe2+ makes the hydrogel 
contract. This reflects a property we mentioned in Section 1.3. 
     As in Model I, in order to further understand the contraction of the hydrogel, we also analyze 
the number of bridging Fe and the number of short loops and the number of long loops.  In Figure 
6.10b, we see that the total number of loops barely changes as the Fe3+/A fraction grows from 0 to 
0.5. This property is different from Model I. The reason is that both Fe3+ and Fe2+ create loops. 
However, as the Fe3+/A fraction increases, the number of long loops increases (Figure 6.10b). So 
we see that in the Model II, Fe3+ ions create more long loops. We do not have detailed information 
about the loops in experiments but this property indicates the difference between Fe3+ and Fe2+ in 
(a)                                                                                      (b) 
Figure 6.8. Number of Fe ions bound to a single A group:  (a) the distribution of  number of Fe3+ 
or Fe2+ bound to a single A group for 1250 Fe3+ and 1250 Fe2+ at the end of binding process . (b) 
the average number of Fe3+/Fe2+ bound to a single A group at the end of binding process for 
different Fe3+/A ratio.                                                    
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the formation of temporary loops in the hydrogel, which is related to its compaction.  
     Now we analyze the bridging Fe ions in the hydrogel. As shown in Figure 6.10a, the number 
of bridging Fe3+ changes from 0 to 290 as the Fe3+/A fraction increases, but there are only at most 
4 bridging Fe2+. So in the mixture of Fe3+ and Fe2+, both of which can form bonds, there are still 
very few bridging Fe2+.  
 
(a)                                                                             (b) 
Figure 6.10.  The number bridging Fe ions and the number of loops. (a) The number of bridging 
Fe3+ (blue) and bridging Fe2+ (red) as Fe3+/A fraction is varied.  (b) The number of loops created 
by both Fe3+ and Fe2+  as the function of Fe3+/A fraction: short loops (dash dotted blue), large 
loops (solid green), all loops (dashed red)  
Figure 6.9.  The size of the simulation cell as the Fe3+/A fraction grows 
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6.5  ELASTIC MODULUS 
Figure 6.11 shows the elastic modulus of the hydrogel under the uniaxial deformation as the Fe3+/A 
fraction increase. The modulus in our simulations increases significantly as the Fe3+/A and 
Fe3+/Fe2+ fractions increase. This is in a qualitative agreement with experimental results [8-9] 
shown in Figure 1.2. 
    Similarly to Model I, in order to explain the increase in the elastic modulus as the density of 
Fe3+/A increases, we analyze the effects of bridging Fe and bound Fe. As shown in Figure 6.12a, 
Fe ions are distributed roughly uniformly along each chain, similarly to Model I. In Model II, we 
see that the average number of units in the effective chains (segments of the original chains) at the 
equilibrium state in the simulations increases slowly with growing Fe3+/A fractions, as shown in 
Figure 6.12b. However, the elastic modulus increases. This is due to the bridging Fe ions. As 
shown in Figure 6.13a, for 1250 Fe3+ and 1250 Fe2+, the bridging Fe ions result in 39% chains 
bound to one chain and 6% chains bound to two chains. The total proportion of crosslinked chains 
is 45%. Figure 6.13b shows that both the percentage of crosslinked chains and the number of 
chains bound to a single chain increase with the growth of the Fe3+/A fraction. As shown in Figure 
6.10a, the number of bridging Fe increases with the Fe3+/A fraction. This makes the hydrogel 
                                            (a)                                                                    (b) 
Figure 6.11. Elastic modulus of the hydrogel as (a) Fe3+/A   and  (b) Fe3+/Fe2+  fractions are varied. 
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(a)                                                                               (b) 
Figure 6.12. The shortening of the effective chains by Fe ions. (a) Histogram of Fe position in a 
chain at the end of the binding process in the simulation of 1250 Fe3+ and 1250 Fe2+   (b)  Average 
number of units in an effective chain. 
(a)                                                                            (b) 
Figure 6.13. The number of chains bound to a single chain. (a) Histogram of percentage of chains 
in the hydrogel bound to number of different chains at the end of the binding process in the 
simulation of 1250 Fe3+ and 1250 Fe2+ (b) Percentage of crosslinked-chain (dash dotted blue, left 
y-axis), and average number of chains bound to a single chain (solid orange, right y-axis) 
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7.0  SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION 
7.1  SUMMARY 
Experimental observations [8] show that upon the addition of metals Fe3+ or Fe2+ to the hydrogel, 
the sodium acrylate groups (reactive groups A) of the covalent network can form strong additional 
crosslinks with Fe3+ and weak crosslinks with Fe2+. Experiments suggest the changes in modulus 
and size of the hydrogels could be explained by a change in crosslink density due to the higher 
affinity of Fe3+ for carboxylate (chemical compound contained in group A) compared with Fe2+. 
To better understand the internal structure of the hydrogel and explain the effects of metal 
crosslinkers on the behavior of the hydrogels, we developed and studied two computational models 
that include the same permanent polymeric network and different type of crosslinkers.    
     In Model I, Fe2+ are considered non-binding. This model qualitatively reflects some of the 
observed properties, including the significant growth of the elastic modulus and the compaction 
when the number of Fe3+ increases. The coordination numbers of Fe3+ are also in a realistic range. 
However, the Model I does not reflect the compaction of Fe2+-hydrogel.  
     Our Model II accounts for a hydrogel in the presence of two different types of crosslinkers. 
Fe3+ ions bind strongly to the reactive groups, while the bonds made by Fe2+ are weaker. The 
Model II reflects all experimentally observed chemical properties except that the coordination 
number of Fe2+ is not sufficiently small in comparison with experimental results [8-9].  
     To study the effects of Fe3+ and Fe2+, we ran the simulations where the overall number of Fe 
ions was fixed but the Fe3+/A fraction was varied from 0 to 0.5 in different runs, and consequently 
Fe2+/A fraction was varied as well. Then we calculated and analyzed the characteristic quantities 
such as the elastic modulus, the size of the simulation cell, the coordination numbers, the number 
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of bridging crosslinkers, the number of loops, etc.  
     In the two models, the dependence of elastic modulus on the Fe3+/Fe2+ and Fe3+/A fractions 
obtained in our simulations is qualitatively similar to the experimental results of [8-9] shown in 
Figure 1.2. To understand why the elastic modulus increases with the proportion of Fe3+/A, we 
investigated the effects of bound Fe ions and bridging crosslinkers. We demonstrated that the 
effective length of the original chains becomes shorter when we add Fe3+ in the Model I and Fe3+ 
and Fe2+ to the hydrogel. The number of bridging Fe, the percentage of crosslinked-chains and the 
number of chains bound to a single chain increase with the Fe3+/A fraction. Both the shorter 
effective chains and the crosslinks of chains contribute to make the hydrogel stiffer.  
     As the Fe3+/A fraction increases, the number of loops increases significantly. The number of 
bridging Fe3+ is small comparing to the number of A groups, but together with the loops, they 
make the average distance between the groups significantly shorter when the Fe3+/A fraction 
increases. This explains the compaction of the hydrogel when more Fe3+ are added in the 
simulations.    
7.2  CONCLUSIONS 
The change in the elastic modulus is due to two effects of crosslinkers: the effective shortening of 
chains due to loops and local contraction and the chain crosslinking. These two effects are due to 
the bound crosslinkers and bridging crosslinkers, respectively. By comparing the two effects for 
one type of crosslinker (Fe3+ in Model I), and a mixture of two types of crosslinkers (Fe3+ and Fe2+ 
in Model II), we found that the increase of number of bridging crosslinkers is the main factor 
responsible for the significant increase modulus of the hydrogel. 
     Our models suggest that the difference between the number of bridging Fe3+ and bridging Fe2+ 
in the hydrogel significantly affects the elastic modulus of the hydrogel when the Fe3+/A fraction 
changes. In the simulations of the Model II, there are always very few bridging Fe2+ in the hydrogel 
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even if the Fe2+/A fraction is 0.5. The addition of Fe2+ to hydrogel makes the length of effective 
chains shorter instead of increasing the number of bridging Fe2+. On the other hand, the number of 
bridging Fe3+ is a monotonely increasing function of Fe3+/A.  
7.3  DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK 
7.3.1 Effect of water and suggestion to improve the Model II 
In Model II, the coordination numbers of Fe2+ are not sufficiently small compared to the 
experiments [8-9]. Unfortunately, among the types of crosslinkers we considered in Chapter 5, the 
parameters we found for Fe2+ in Model II was our best choice. 
     To eliminate this deficiency of the Model II, we need a model of hydrogel in which the strength 
of Fe2+-A crosslinks are reduced but the Fe2+-hydrogel is still contracted. This suggests 
reevaluating how the solvent of the hydrogel is represented. In our model, there are some factors 
that reflect the presence of water (see Section 2.1.7). However, the effect of water on temporary 
crosslinks may not be modelled sufficiently well. Water can reduce the attractive forces between 
Fe2+ ions and A groups while the binding forces may be still strong enough to make the hydrogel 
contract. 
     In order to mimic the effect of water or other solvents, as mentioned in Section 1.2.2, currently 
we have several options. We can use the popular implicit solvation models such as Born or Still 
models [41, 86]. Or we can add friction forces to particles in the hydrogel and control their 
strengths. Adding friction forces is more useful when modeling hydrogels with different weights 
of monomers, which is the case our models (see Section 2.1.5). We can apply friction forces for 
particles by using Brownian Dynamics. GROMACS offers both popular implicit solvent models 
and Brownian Dynamics in the simulation package. In the future simulations, we will use these 
solvent models and compare the results with the findings in this thesis.  
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7.3.2 Modulus of the original hydrogel 
The moduli of the hydrogel without Fe ions in chemical experiments [8-9] and our simulations are 
0.038 MPa and 0.16 MPa, respectively. In [8-9], the modulus is 2.7 MPa with the fraction Fe3+/A 
of 0.45 while the corresponding values in Model I and model II are 23.72 MPa and 5.81 MPa, 
respectively. Our model qualitatively reflects the significant increase of the modulus when we add 
Fe3+ but in order to get the modulus of the hydrogel with Fe3+ closer to the experimentally 
measured value, we need to simulate an original hydrogel with smaller modulus. We could 
simulate a covalent network with fewer chains (about 200 chains instead of 250 chains) and smaller 
crosslink functionalities (as in Chapter 1, the crosslink functionality of a PEG-DA group is defined 
by the number of chains bound to that PEG-DA). In such a hydrogel, the permanent crosslink 
density should decrease, making the original hydrogel softer.  To get a hydrogel network with a 
smaller maximum functionality, we could apply a simulation process in [108]. These simulations 
for softer hydrogel will be performed in the future work. 
7.3.3 Simulations for other experiments 
There are other experiments related to hydrogel with metal crosslinks [74, 77]. We can build 
models to reflect and explain these experiments. We first need the information of covalent 
networks and crosslinkers to model the topology and geometry of polymer network by setting 
suitable interaction potentials as in Chapter 2.  
7.3.4 Running the simulations for different networks 
In our thesis, due to many running processes with long time scales, we mainly run the simulations 






In this appendix, we provide further details about our simulations in GROMACS. Specifically, we 
include the following: 
-The matlab code to generate the tables of WCA and Morse potentials 
-The mdp files for the simulation steps we illustrate in Figure 2.2 
-The topology files of the first two steps in Figure 2.2 
     We only include the topology files of the first two steps when the topology of system can be 
represented as the regular chains and groups. When the network formed, it is treated as one large 
molecule in an irregular order of A and S. We need to provide information for all bonded-
interaction potentials (including harmonic bonding and bond angle potentials) separately. 
Therefore, the topology files of these simulation steps are too long (about one thousand pages for 
one file) to show here. Readers interested in these files should contact the author at htn3@pitt.edu. 

















A.1  THE MATLAB CODE 
A.1.1  The Matlab code to generate the table of WCA potential 
%This program generates the table of WCA potential for GROMACS 
  
cutoff=0.30;%the quilibrium distance between the two groups P and Q 
            %other parameters are set in the topology file 
              
fid = fopen('table_P_Q.xvg','w'); 
  
fprintf(fid,'%s\n%s\n%s%s\n','#','#WCA ','#cut-off at ',num2str(cutoff)); 
  
for i=0:3 
    r=0.0005*i; 
    fprintf(fid, 
'%11.10e%s%11.10e%s%11.10e%s%11.10e%s%11.10e%s%11.10e%s%11.10e%\n',r,'   
',0,' ',0,'   ',0,' ',0,'   ', 0,' ',0); 






    r=0.0005*i; 
    f=1/r; 
    df=1/r^2; 
    g=-1/r^6; 
    dg=-6/r^7; 
    h=1/r^12; 
    dh=12/r^13; 
    fprintf(fid, 
'%11.10e%s%11.10e%s%11.10e%s%12.10e%s%11.10e%s%11.10e%s%11.10e%\n',r,'   
',0,' ',0,'   ',g,' ',dg,'   ', h,' ',dh); 




    r=0.0005*i; 
    fprintf(fid, 
'%11.10e%s%11.10e%s%11.10e%s%11.10e%s%11.10e%s%11.10e%s%11.10e%\n',r,'   
',0,' ',0,'   ',0,' ',0,'   ', 0,' ',0); 









A.1.2  The Matlab code to generate the table of Morse potential 
%This program generates the table of Morse potential for GROMACS 
  
b=0.12;    %equilibrium distance 
beta=120;  %width control coefficient 
         %The parameter D is set in the topology file 
  
fid = fopen('table.xvg','w'); 
  
fprintf(fid,'%s\n%s%s\n%s%s\n','#Morse potential','#equilibrium bond 
distance= ',num2str(b),'#width control coefficient= ',num2str(beta)); 
  
for i=0:5000 
    r=0.0005*i; 
    h=1+exp(-2*beta*(r-b))-2*exp(-beta*(r-b)); 
    dh= 2*beta*exp(-2*beta*(r-b))-2*beta*exp(-beta*(r-b)); 
    fprintf(fid, 
'%11.10e%s%11.10e%s%11.10e%s%11.9e%s%11.10e%s%11.10e%s%11.10e%\n',r,'   ',0,' 
',0,'   ',-1,' ',0,'   ', h,' ',dh); 




    r=0.0005*i; 
    fprintf(fid, 
'%11.10e%s%11.10e%s%11.10e%s%11.10e%s%11.10e%s%11.10e%s%11.10e%\n',r,'   
',0,' ',0,'   ',-1,' ',0,'   ', 1,' ',0); 










A.2  THE MDP FILES 
A.2.1  Network formation: Mixing step (NVT) 
title       = Network formation, mixing  
 
integrator               = md 
dt                       = 0.002 
nsteps                   = 5000000 
 
 
nstxout                  = 25000 
nstvout                  = 25000 
nstlog                   = 25000 
nstenergy                = 2500 
nstxtcout                = 2500 
  
energygrps               = E M X 
energygrp_table          = E E E M E X M M M X X X 
  
nstlist                  = 10 
ns_type                  = grid 
rlist                    = 1.0 
 
vdwtype                  = User 
coulombtype              = Cut-off 
 
rcoulomb                 = 1.0 
rvdw                     = 1.0 
  
 
tcoupl                   = berendsen  
tc-grps                  = system 
tau_t                    = 0.1 











A.2.2  Network formation: Binding step (NPT) 
title                    =Network formation, binding 
 
integrator               = md 
 
dt                       = 0.001 
nsteps                   = 400000000 
 
nstxout                  = 50000 
nstvout                  = 50000 
nstlog                   = 50000 
nstenergy                = 5000 
nstxtcout                = 5000 
  
energygrps               = E M X 
energygrp_table          = E E E M E X M M M X X X 
  
nstlist                  = 10 
ns_type                  = grid 
rlist                    = 1.0 
 
vdwtype                  = User 
coulombtype              = Cut-off 
 
rcoulomb                 = 1.0 
rvdw                     = 1.0 
  
tcoupl                   = berendsen  
tc-grps                  = system 
tau_t                    = 0.1 
ref_t                    = 300 
 
Pcoupl                   = berendsen  
Pcoupltype               = isotropic 
tau_p                    = 1.0 ;5.0 
compressibility          = 4.5e-5 
ref_p                    = 1.0 
 









A.2.3  Network formation: Reconstructing step (NPT) 
title                    = Network formation, reconstructing 
 
integrator               = md 
 
dt                       = 0.0002 
nsteps                   = 1000000000 
 
nstxout                  = 100000 
nstvout                  = 100000 
nstlog                   = 200000 
nstenergy                = 10000 
nstxtcout                = 10000 
  
energygrps               = E M  
energygrp_table          = E E E M M M  
  
nstlist                  = 10 
ns_type                  = grid 
rlist                    = 1.0 
vdwtype                  = User 
coulombtype              = Cut-off 
 
rcoulomb                 = 1.0 
rvdw                     = 1.0 
  
tcoupl                   = berendsen  
tc-grps                  = system 
tau_t                    = 0.1 
ref_t                    = 300 
 
Pcoupl                   = berendsen  
Pcoupltype               = isotropic 
tau_p                    = 1.0  
compressibility          = 4.5e-5 

















A.2.4  Network formation: Relaxation step (NVT) 
title                    = Network formation, relaxation  
 
integrator               = md 
 
dt                       = 0.001 
nsteps                   = 10000000 
 
nstxout                  = 100000 
nstvout                  = 100000 
nstlog                   = 200000 
nstenergy                = 100 
nstxtcout                = 100 
  
energygrps               = E M  
energygrp_table          = E E E M M M  
  
nstlist                  = 10 
ns_type                  = grid 
rlist                    = 1.0 
 
vdwtype                  = User 
coulombtype              = Cut-off 
 
 
tcoupl                   = berendsen  
tc-grps                  = system 
tau_t                    = 0.1 























A.2.5  Mixing Fe ions to the hydogel (NVT) 
title                    = Mixing Fe  
 
integrator               = md 
dt                       = 0.002 
nsteps                   = 5000000 
 
nstxout                  = 50000 
nstvout                  = 50000 
nstlog                   = 200000 
nstenergy                = 5000 
nstxtcout                = 5000 
  
energygrps               = E M X Z 
energygrp_table          = E E E X M X X X X Z Z Z M Z E Z 
  
nstlist                  = 10 
ns_type                  = grid 
rlist                    = 1.4 
 
vdwtype                  = User 
coulombtype              = Cut-off 
 
tcoupl                   = berendsen  
tc-grps                  = system 
tau_t                    = 0.1 























A.2.6  Temporary crosslink formation (NPT) 
title                    = Binding Fe-A crosslinks 
 
integrator               = md 
dt                       = 0.001 
nsteps                   = 20000000 
nstxout                  = 1000 
nstvout                  = 1000 
nstlog                   = 200000 
nstenergy                = 10000 
nstxtcout                = 10000 
  
energygrps               = E M X Z 
energygrp_table          = E E E X M X X X X Z Z Z M Z E Z 
  
nstlist                  = 10 
ns_type                  = grid 
rlist                    = 1.2 
rvdw_switch              = 0.9 
 
vdwtype                  = User 
coulombtype              = cut-off 
rcoulomb                 = 1.2 
rvdw                     = 1.0 
  
tcoupl                   = berendsen  
tc-grps                  = system 
tau_t                    = 0.1 
ref_t                    = 300 
energygrps               =  
 
Pcoupl                   = berendsen  
Pcoupltype               = isotropic 
tau_p                    = 1.0 ;5.0 
compressibility          = 4.5e-5 

















A.2.7  Hydrogel relaxation (NVT) 
title                   = Hydrogel relaxation  
 
integrator               = md 
dt                       = 0.002 
nsteps                   = 2500000 
 
nstxout                  = 25000 
nstvout                  = 25000 
nstlog                   = 200000 
nstenergy                = 1 
nstxtcout                = 0 
  
xtc_grps                 = 
energygrps               = E M X Z 
energygrp_table          = E E E X M X X X X Z Z Z M Z E Z 
  
nstlist                  = 10 
ns_type                  = grid 
rlist                    = 1.2 
 
vdwtype                  = User 
coulombtype              = Cut-off 
rcoulomb                 = 1.2 
 
tcoupl                   = berendsen  
tc-grps                  = system 
tau_t                    = 0.1 
ref_t                    = 300 
 
 
gen_vel                   = no         
gen_temp                  = 300        


















A.2.8  Hydrogel deformation (Non-equilibrium MD) 
;The parameter deform must be calculated for each deformation step 
 
title                    = hydrogel deforming  
 
integrator               = md 
dt                       = 0.002 
nsteps                   = 250000 
 
nstxout                  = 2500 
nstvout                  = 2500 
nstlog                   = 2500 
nstenergy                = 2500 
nstxtcout                = 2500 
  
energygrps               = E M X Z 
energygrp_table          = E E E X M X X X X Z Z Z M Z E Z 
  
nstlist                  = 10 
ns_type                  = grid 
rlist                    = 1.2 
 
vdwtype                  = User 
coulombtype              = Cut-off 
 
rcoulomb                 = 1.2 
rvdw                     = 1.0 
  
tcoupl                   = berendsen   
tc-grps                  = system 
tau_t                    = 0.1 
ref_t                    = 300 
 


















A.3  TOPOLOGY FILES 
A.3.1  Network formation: Mixing step (NVT) 
; This is the topology file for step 1  
  
; Include forcefield parameters 
[ defaults ] 
; nbfunc    comb-rule   gen-pairs   fudgeLJ fudgeQQ 
  1         1           no          0       0 
  
[ atomtypes ] 
;name at.num  mass charge  ptype    c6      c12                 rm    epsilon 
X   6   183.00    0.0   A   1.4373508E-03    1.321116272E-06   ;0.35    0.391    
E   6   183.00    0.0   A   5.7000942E-04    2.077684339E-07   ;0.30    0.391 
M   6   183.00    0.0   A   6.4927635E-03    2.695719318E-05   ;0.45    0.391 
  
[ nonbond_params ] 
; i   j  func       c6                   c12                rm       epsilon 
X   E       1       2.3347586E-06       3.485775893E-12     ;0.12      0.391 
E   E       1       5.7000942E-04       2.077684339E-07     ;0.30      0.391 
M   M       1       6.4927636E-03       2.695719342E-05     ;0.45      0.391 
X   X       1       1.4373508E-03       1.321116272E-06     ;0.35      0.391  
E   M       1       6.4927636E-03       2.695719342E-05     ;0.45      0.391 
M   X       1       8.8652419E-05       5.025701374E-09     ;0.22      0.391 
  
[ bondtypes ]                                            
; i     j      func      b0    Kb_bolton     
  E     M      1         0.3    376141.6     
  M     M      1         0.4    376141.6     
  E     E      1         0.2    376141.6     
  
[ moleculetype ] 
; Name            nrexcl 
CH                3 
  
[ atoms ] 
;   nr       type  resnr residue  atom   cgnr      charge       mass        
     1          E      1     CH     E       1          0     72.0000    
     2          M      1     CH     M       2          0     183.00   
     3          M      1     CH     M       3          0     183.00    
     4          M      1     CH     M       4          0     183.00    
     5          M      1     CH     M       5          0     183.00    
     7          M      1     CH     M       7          0     183.00    
     8          M      1     CH     M       8          0     183.00   
     9          M      1     CH     M       9          0     183.00    
    10          M      1     CH     M      10          0     183.00    
    11          M      1     CH     M      11          0     183.00    
    12          M      1     CH     M      12          0     183.00    
    13          M      1     CH     M      13          0     183.00    
    14          M      1     CH     M      14          0     183.00    
    15          M      1     CH     M      15          0     183.00    
    16          M      1     CH     M      16          0     183.00    
    17          M      1     CH     M      17          0     183.00    
    18          M      1     CH     M      18          0     183.00    
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    19          M      1     CH     M      19          0     183.00    
    20          M      1     CH     M      20          0     183.00    
    21          M      1     CH     M      21          0     183.00    
    22          M      1     CH     M      22          0     183.00    
    23          M      1     CH     M      23          0     183.00    
    24          M      1     CH     M      24          0     183.00    
    25          M      1     CH     M      25          0     183.00    
    26          M      1     CH     M      26          0     183.00    
    27          M      1     CH     M      27          0     183.00    
    28          M      1     CH     M      28          0     183.00    
    29          M      1     CH     M      29          0     183.00    
    30          M      1     CH     M      30          0     183.00    
    31          M      1     CH     M      31          0     183.00    
    32          M      1     CH     M      32          0     183.00    
    33          M      1     CH     M      33          0     183.00    
    34          M      1     CH     M      34          0     183.00    
    35          M      1     CH     M      35          0     183.00   
    36          M      1     CH     M      36          0     183.00    
    37          M      1     CH     M      37          0     183.00    
    38          M      1     CH     M      38          0     183.00    
    39          M      1     CH     M      39          0     183.00    
    40          E      1     CH     E      40          0     72.0000     
  
[ bonds ] 
;  ai    aj funct             
    1     2     1 
    2     3     1 
    3     4     1 
    4     5     1 
    5     6     1 
    6     7     1 
    7     8     1 
    8     9     1 
    9    10     1 
   10    11     1 
   11    12     1 
   12    13     1 
   13    14     1 
   14    15     1 
   15    16     1 
   16    17     1 
   17    18     1 
   18    19     1 
   19    20     1 
   20    21     1 
   21    22     1 
   22    23     1 
   23    24     1 
   24    25     1 
   25    26     1 
   26    27     1 
   27    28     1 
   28    29     1 
   29    30     1 
   30    31     1 
   31    32     1 
   32    33     1 
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   33    34     1 
   34    35     1 
   35    36     1 
   36    37     1 
   37    38     1 
   38    39     1 
   39    40     1 
  
[ angles ] 
;  ai    aj    ak funct             
    1     2     3     2 
    2     3     4     2 
    3     4     5     2 
    4     5     6     2 
    5     6     7     2 
    6     7     8     2 
    7     8     9     2 
    8     9    10     2 
    9    10    11     2 
   10    11    12     2 
   11    12    13     2 
   12    13    14     2 
   13    14    15     2 
   14    15    16     2 
   15    16    17     2 
   16    17    18     2 
   17    18    19     2 
   18    19    20     2 
   19    20    21     2 
   20    21    22     2 
   21    22    23     2 
   22    23    24     2 
   23    24    25     2 
   24    25    26     2 
   25    26    27     2 
   26    27    28     2 
   27    28    29     2 
   28    29    30     2 
   29    30    31     2 
   30    31    32     2 
   31    32    33     2 
   32    33    34     2 
   33    34    35     2 
   34    35    36     2 
   35    36    37     2 
   36    37    38     2 
   37    38    39     2 
   38    39    40     2 
    
[ moleculetype ] 
; Name            nrexcl 
XXX               1 
  
[ atoms ] 
;   nr       type  resnr residue  atom   cgnr     charge       mass       
     1          X      1     XXX   X      1       0.00     55.845  
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[ molecules ] 
; Compound        #mols 
CH                 250 

































A.3.2  Network formation: Binding step (NPT) 
; This is the topology file for step 1  
  
; Include forcefield parameters 
[ defaults ] 
; nbfunc    comb-rule   gen-pairs   fudgeLJ fudgeQQ 
  1         1           no          0       0 
  
[ atomtypes ] 
;name at.num  mass charge  ptype    c6      c12             rm    epsilon 
X   6   183.00    0.0   A   1.4373508E-03    1.321116272E-06   ;0.35    0.391    
E   6   183.00    0.0   A   5.7000942E-04    2.077684339E-07   ;0.30    0.391 
M   6   183.00    0.0   A   6.4927635E-03    2.695719318E-05   ;0.45    0.391 
  
[ nonbond_params ] 
; i   j  func       c6                   c12                rm       epsilon 
X   E       1       150                 150                 ;0.12      0.391 
E   E       1       5.7000942E-04       2.077684339E-07     ;0.30      0.391 
M   M       1       6.4927636E-03       2.695719342E-05     ;0.45      0.391 
X   X       1       1.4373508E-03       1.321116272E-06     ;0.35      0.391  
E   M       1       6.4927636E-03       2.695719342E-05     ;0.45      0.391 
M   X       1       8.8652419E-05       5.025701374E-09     ;0.22      0.391 
  
[ bondtypes ]                                            
; i     j      func      b0    Kb_bolton     
  E     M      1         0.3    376141.6     
  M     M      1         0.4    376141.6     
  E     E      1         0.2    376141.6     
  
[ moleculetype ] 
; Name            nrexcl 
CH                3 
  
[ atoms ] 
;   nr       type  resnr residue  atom   cgnr      charge       mass   typeB     
     1          E      1     CH     E       1          0     72.0000    
     2          M      1     CH     M       2          0     183.00   
     3          M      1     CH     M       3          0     183.00    
     4          M      1     CH     M       4          0     183.00    
     5          M      1     CH     M       5          0     183.00    
     7          M      1     CH     M       7          0     183.00    
     8          M      1     CH     M       8          0     183.00   
     9          M      1     CH     M       9          0     183.00    
    10          M      1     CH     M      10          0     183.00    
    11          M      1     CH     M      11          0     183.00    
    12          M      1     CH     M      12          0     183.00    
    13          M      1     CH     M      13          0     183.00    
    14          M      1     CH     M      14          0     183.00    
    15          M      1     CH     M      15          0     183.00    
    16          M      1     CH     M      16          0     183.00    
    17          M      1     CH     M      17          0     183.00    
    18          M      1     CH     M      18          0     183.00    
    19          M      1     CH     M      19          0     183.00    
    20          M      1     CH     M      20          0     183.00    
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    21          M      1     CH     M      21          0     183.00    
    22          M      1     CH     M      22          0     183.00    
    23          M      1     CH     M      23          0     183.00    
    24          M      1     CH     M      24          0     183.00    
    25          M      1     CH     M      25          0     183.00    
    26          M      1     CH     M      26          0     183.00    
    27          M      1     CH     M      27          0     183.00    
    28          M      1     CH     M      28          0     183.00    
    29          M      1     CH     M      29          0     183.00    
    30          M      1     CH     M      30          0     183.00    
    31          M      1     CH     M      31          0     183.00    
    32          M      1     CH     M      32          0     183.00    
    33          M      1     CH     M      33          0     183.00    
    34          M      1     CH     M      34          0     183.00    
    35          M      1     CH     M      35          0     183.00   
    36          M      1     CH     M      36          0     183.00    
    37          M      1     CH     M      37          0     183.00    
    38          M      1     CH     M      38          0     183.00    
    39          M      1     CH     M      39          0     183.00    
    40          E      1     CH     E      40          0     72.0000     
  
[ bonds ] 
;  ai    aj funct             
    1     2     1 
    2     3     1 
    3     4     1 
    4     5     1 
    5     6     1 
    6     7     1 
    7     8     1 
    8     9     1 
    9    10     1 
   10    11     1 
   11    12     1 
   12    13     1 
   13    14     1 
   14    15     1 
   15    16     1 
   16    17     1 
   17    18     1 
   18    19     1 
   19    20     1 
   20    21     1 
   21    22     1 
   22    23     1 
   23    24     1 
   24    25     1 
   25    26     1 
   26    27     1 
   27    28     1 
   28    29     1 
   29    30     1 
   30    31     1 
   31    32     1 
   32    33     1 
   33    34     1 
   34    35     1 
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   35    36     1 
   36    37     1 
   37    38     1 
   38    39     1 
   39    40     1 
  
[ angles ]  
;  ai    aj    ak funct            
    1     2     3     2 
    2     3     4     2 
    3     4     5     2 
    4     5     6     2 
    5     6     7     2 
    6     7     8     2 
    7     8     9     2 
    8     9    10     2 
    9    10    11     2 
   10    11    12     2 
   11    12    13     2 
   12    13    14     2 
   13    14    15     2 
   14    15    16     2 
   15    16    17     2 
   16    17    18     2 
   17    18    19     2 
   18    19    20     2 
   19    20    21     2 
   20    21    22     2 
   21    22    23     2 
   22    23    24     2 
   23    24    25     2 
   24    25    26     2 
   25    26    27     2 
   26    27    28     2 
   27    28    29     2 
   28    29    30     2 
   29    30    31     2 
   30    31    32     2 
   31    32    33     2 
   32    33    34     2 
   33    34    35     2 
   34    35    36     2 
   35    36    37     2 
   36    37    38     2 
   37    38    39     2 
   38    39    40     2 
    
[ moleculetype ] 
; Name            nrexcl 
XXX               1 
  
[ atoms ] 
;   nr       type  resnr residue  atom   cgnr     charge       mass  typeB     









[ molecules ] 
; Compound        #mols 
CH                 250 
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